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Abstract  
Over the past decade, there has been a growing concern for the natural environment. In turn, that 

has led to a change in consumer behaviour and their willingness to consume sustainable food 

products. Although, what drives consumers to sustainable food products today, remains.  

 

The purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and the drivers 

behind these changes from a consumer perspective. To do so, drivers behind sustainable 

consumption was first identified from previous research, then later transferred into a conceptual 

model. A qualitative research method has been used through an interpretivistic approach to collects 

data. Data was collected through semi-structured interviews, to find what drivers consumers to 

consume sustainable food products.  

 

The results of this study showed that there has been a change among sustainable food consumers, 

compared to previous findings. The drivers that affect sustainable food consumption are defined 

within three different categories: positive-, negative- and depending drivers of sustainable food 

consumption. Furthermore, this study has contributed with new perspectives of what drives 

consumers towards sustainable food consumption.  

 

With a better understanding of what drives consumers towards sustainable food consumption this 

study can provide valuable information to companies involved in retail- or production of sustainable 

food products.  
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Sustainable food, positive drivers, negative drivers, depending drivers, sustainable food 
consumption, consumers 
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter, background, problem statement, purpose and research question will be 

presented. Lastly, the demarcations and outline of the study will be presented.  

1.1 Background  
Over the past decades, there has been a growing concern about the natural environment. 

Environmental issues have become mainstream, due to more environmental groups and 

more reported environmental natural disasters (Brochado, Teiga & Oliveira-Brochado, 

2016). A resent example is the documentary Sista skörden (The last harvest), which 

was aired on the Swedish TV channel SVT, 25th of April 2017. The documentary draws 

attention to how conventional food production impoverishes our soils, by damaging 

and depleting its important ecosystem (Qwiberg, 2017). These issues might have 

contributed to changes in consumer behaviour, which means that markets have had to 

readjust to the new consumer demands (Brochado et al., 2016).  In turn, this has 

contributed to a greater number of sustainable products available on the market 

(Jansson, Marell & Nordlund, 2010). Sustainable food products have lead consumers 

to think that they can find a better match in their consumption. That is since consumers 

seem to believe they can protect the environment by purchasing sustainable food 

products that are produced with consideration of the natural environment (Brochado et 

al., 2016).   

 

Consumers that consume sustainable food products are motivated to do so by different 

motivational drivers, such as health benefits, the environment and animal welfare 

(Hughner, McDonagh, Prothero, Shultz II and Stanton, 2007). Research have 

acknowledged these consumers as green consumers, who believe that sustainable 

consumption is a better alternative than less consumption of conventional food 

(Jansson et al., 2010). Many researchers have focused on understanding the behaviour 

of green consumers (Hughner et al., 2007; Jansson et al., 2010; Brochado et al., 2016; 

Gilg, Barr and Ford 2005). However, the attributes of what it means to be green is not 

clearly defined. It was already in question by Gilg et al. (2005), who argued that the 

term of green consumption had become somewhat meaningless, due to the wide 

definition. Their research provided compelling evidence that a more appropriate term 
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would be sustainable consumption instead of green consumption. This have lead us to 

the term sustainable food consumption, which will be used in this study. Sustainable 

food consumption includes consumption of either organic, ecological, locally produced 

food and animal welfare. Animal welfare is defined in different ways. According to 

Harper & Makatouni, (2002), animal welfare is referred to as free-range animals to 

ensure animals quality of life. Organic food is naturally produced food without any 

chemicals or growth hormones (Harper & Makatouni, 2002). Ecological food is a 

concept of products that has been produced with care for nature, without any significant 

harm to natural ecosystems (Brismar, 2014, September 30).  

 

Important to acknowledge here, is that any move towards sustainable food 

consumption is a gradual process, including both purchasing decisions and habitual 

changes which takes time (Gilg et al., 2005). On the other hand, individuals are 

becoming more aware of what is being done to food, but also how it affects our health. 

In turn, the growing awareness contributes to an increasing trend in consuming 

sustainable food, which is a competing product to conventional food and its quality 

attributes (Schleenbecker & Hamm, 2013). The changes in trends of sustainable 

consumers are reflected in the expansion of companies that focus on selling sustainable 

food products in all forms. This way, companies put more effort into promoting 

sustainability from both the production and the consumption standpoint (Ohkanikova 

& Lehner, 2014). One of these trends is the increased interest of sustainable food, but 

also the engagement of the environment (Brochado et al., 2016). That information is 

of great importance for companies to be able to follow trends and adapt to the changing 

business environment, to create a competitive advantage (Brochado et al., 2016).  

 

In Sweden, some sustainable food markets have settled. Among these are Ekolivs, Tant 

Gurka and Green Matmarknad. The companies web pages have lots of information 

regarding sustainable food and its impact on the environment and working conditions. 

They inform consumers that sustainable food is free of gene manipulation and 

pesticides and how sustainable consumption can contribute to improve the environment 

in the long-term (Ekolivs, 2017; Tant Gurka, 2017; Green Matmarknad, 2017).  
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Over the last decade, one of the fastest growing segments has been the sustainable food 

sector. Also, the demand for sustainable food is growing substantially faster than the 

domestic production and supply of many countries of the EU (Willer, Schaack & 

Lernoud, 2017). The organic market in Europe grew with an approximately 13% in 

2015 and the organic market more than doubled in size between 2006-2015, from 13,9 

billion euros in 2006 to 29,8 billion euros in 2015 (Willer et al., 2017 p.226).  

According to Willer et al. (2017), this growth is expected to continue in the following 

years, as consumers are becoming more conscious in their purchasing behaviours.  

1.2 Problem statement  
The growing natural environmental movements are being influenced by consumer 

behaviours and their developing preferences (Zanoli & Naspetti, 2002). Consumers 

growing interest and awareness in sustainable food have gained much popularity 

through media, which inflict ideas of health and prestige of sustainable food on-to 

society (Hughner et al., 2007). Although the market has doubled in size between 2006-

2015, from 13,9 billion euros to 29,8 billion euros, Hughner et al. (2007) also bring up 

the fact that the sustainable food market is small, even though demands for sustainable 

food products are rising among consumers. The fact that the market may not be as 

developed, depends on a variety of factors, such as knowledge about consumers, 

marketing expertise, product range, health benefits, and other factors that need to be 

explored (Hughner et al., 2007). 

 

For the sustainable market to grow, there is a need for further knowledge among the 

consumers. Lack of knowledge is one of the biggest issues regarding sustainable food 

consumption (Padel & Foster, 2005; Zanoli & Naspetti, 2002; Hughner et al., 2007). 

Further barriers in sustainable food consumption are for example the fact that some 

consumer groups are sceptical towards the sustainable food and their labels, but also 

that some consumers may restrain from buying sustainable food due to lack of 

knowledge and financial resources (Hughner et al., 2007; Nasir & Karakaya, 2014; 

Pearson, Henryks & Jones, 2011). However, consumers are becoming more involved 

in their purchasing decisions. Due to increased transparency from companies, but also 

from the changes in lifestyle trends where health is in greater focus (Hughner et al., 

2007; Pearson et al., 2011). Even though consumers are becoming increasingly 
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engaged, and putt more time into their decision-making processes, there is still a delay 

in sustainable consumption (Bray, Johns & Kilburn, 2011). Bray et al. (2011) highlight 

the significant difference between consumers’ intentions and their actual purchasing 

behaviour when it comes to consuming sustainable products. In further support for this 

study, Yeow, Dean and Tucker (2014) found that 62% of adults are becoming more 

environmentally active, which they found in DEFRA (Department for Environment, 

Food & Rural Affairs).  

 

Some researchers believe that consumer behaviour is changing due to new trends in 

society, which makes consumers change their habits towards sustainable products 

(Brochado et al., 2016; Jansson et al., 2010). This change in behaviour is researched 

by Brochado et al. (2016), who found three categories influencing consumer behaviour. 

These categories are, attitudinal factors, habits and personal capabilities (Jansson et al., 

2010; Brochado et al., 2016), and will be discussed further in the theory chapter.  

 

Based on the literature review, a heightened awareness of environmental changes, 

health and animal welfare, are among the drivers influencing sustainable food 

consumption. The growing awareness lead to changing attitudes and behaviours of 

consumers. However, the question about what drives consumers to consume 

sustainable food products today remains. That is because most studies focus either on 

profiling the consumers or on the willingness of consumers to pay for the products. 

Therefore, a need to find out what drives consumers today, to consume sustainable food 

products, is of interest. This study will therefore provide further research regarding the 

drivers of consumers, who choose to consume sustainable food products, which in turn 

contributes to the growth of sustainable food consumption.    

 

1.3 Purpose   
The purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and 

the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective.   

1.4 Research Question  
How has sustainable food consumption changed, and what are the drivers contributing 

to this change? 
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1.5 Demarcations 
The purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and 

the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective. The study will focus on 

the consumer perspective from both store manager perspective and consumer 

perspective. However, the study will focus only on the perspectives from those 

consumers who consume sustainable food products at least once a week. In this study, 

sustainable food is considered only to be ecological-, organic-, locally produced food 

and animal welfare. The study is also demarcated towards three different cities, within 

Skåne, Malmö, Lund and Kristianstad. That is a conscious choice, since it is believed 

to be relevant to gain data from both big and small cities.   
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1.6 Outline 
 

  

  

Chapter	1

•In	the	first	chapter,	the	bckground	and	problem	statement	are	presented.	
These	are	followed	by	presentation	of	the	purpose	of	the	study	and	the	
researsch	wuestion.	For	last,	the	demmacations	of	the	study	will	be	presented.	

Chapter	2

•In	the	second	chapter,	the	theoretical	framework	is	presented,		which	duscuss	
ethical	consumerism,	motivational	drivers	of	sustinable	food	consummption	
and	green	behaviour.	These	are	followed	by	the	conceptual	model,	is	basen	on	
the	three	theoretical	frameworks	and	show	how	consumers	are	motivated	to	
consume,	or	not	to	consume

Chapter	3

•In	the	third	chapter,	the	methodology	is	presented.	First	the	theoretical	
methods	will	be	presented	trough	identification	of	epistemological	
considerations,	research	strategy	and	research	design	and	research	method.	
Secondly,	the	practical	method	of	the	study	will	be	presented.		

Chapter	4

•In	the	fouth	chapter,	the	empirical	findings	and	analysis	of	from	the	interviews	
are	presented.	The	findngs	from	the	interviews	with	the	store	managers	will	
fists	be	presented,	followed	by	the	findings	from	the	interviews	with	the	
consumers.	

Chapter	5
•In	the	fifth	chapter,	the	discussion	is	presented	from	the	empirical	findings	
followed	by	a	presentation	of	the	strengts	and	limitations	of	the	study.	

Chapter	6
•In	the	final	chapter,	the	conclusion	is	presented,	followed	by		suggestions	of	
future	research.	
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2. Theoretical Framework  

In this chapter, the theoretical framework will be presented. The purpose of this study 

is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and the drivers behind these 

changes from a consumer perspective. To do so, it is relevant to understand the ethical 

standpoints of consumers and what it is that drives them. The most central theory for 

this study is ethical consumerism, which will be discussed further below. It is also 

relevant to understand what drives consumers to consume sustainable food products, 

therefore it is essential to discuss motivational drivers. Motivational drivers have 

already been found by previous researchers, and will be used to gain a further 

understanding. Finally, it is essential to understand green behaviour since it provides 

relevant information about the consumers in general and what makes them choose 

sustainable food instead of conventional food.   

2.1    Ethical Consumerism  
Ethical consumerism has been identified as the “decision-making, purchases and other 

consumption experiences that are affected by the consumer’s ethical concerns” (Yeow, 

et al., 2014 p.88) and involves the consumers’ intentions to behave ethically. Ethical 

consumers tend to consume products that are not harmful either to the environment or 

to people (Harper & Makatouni, 2002). Harper and Makatouni (2002) claims that these 

consumers often choose to consume, for example, free-ranged eggs. Ethical 

consumerism is considered as social movements. This means that consumers 

increasingly express concerns regarding the environment, society and animals 

(Carrington, Neville & Whitwell, 2014). Ethical consumerism is essential for this study 

since it embraces the choices of consumers and what motivates them to engage in 

sustainable food consumption. Ethical consumerism is a concept that has been existing 

for centuries. However, ethical consumerism has only in the last decade, developed 

into a more conventional theory (Yeow et al., 2014).  

 

Ethical consumerism can help reduce confusion regarding the concept of sustainable 

food consumption, which basically reflects the idea of sustainable food consumption 

and the reasons behind the choices made by consumers. However, ethical consumerism 

is not only about the fact that consumers tend to pursue sustainable food consumption. 
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Ethical consumerism also brings forward the issue of what consumers’ ethical mind 

want to do (i.e. consume sustainable food), and what it actually does (i.e. consume 

conventional food) (Carrington et al., 2014). That is a relevant angle for this study, 

because it proves the dilemma of consumers’ intentions not being in line with their 

actions  

 

Bray et al. (2011), defines ethical consumer behaviour as decision-making, purchasing 

and other consumption experiences effects consumers’ ethical concerns. They found 

eight key themes among ethical consumers, which can both contribute and work against 

ethical consumerism among consumers. These are; price sensitivity, personal 

experience, ethical obligations, lack of information, quality perception, inertia in 

purchase behaviour, cynicism and quilt. These will be further explained below.  

2.1.1 Price sensitivity 

Price sensitivity is mostly known as one of the key aspects to make consumers not 

pursue ethical consumption. The study of Bray et al. (2011) was made using focus 

groups where consumers stated that they would focus on the financial value rather than 

the ethical value. That is an issue for ethical consumption, since consumers do not find 

the premium prices for sustainable food worth it. Price sensitivity is also a factor found 

in the findings of Hughner et al. (2007), identify price as a barrier into sustainable 

consumption for many consumers. Bray et al. (2011) also found that consumers are 

willing to pay premium prices for sustainable food, but not as much as the current 

premium price. The unwillingness to pay these premium prices makes the consumers 

choose conventional food instead. 

2.1.2 Personal Experience 

Personal experiences are those which make consumers realise the ethical consequences 

of their purchase decisions (Bray et al., 2011). Bray et al. (2011) claim that specific 

news stories affect the consumers to consider ethical issues and their own health, which 

in turn draws the consumer to think more about their purchasing decisions. Concerns 

about food safety is one of many reasons for consumers to consider sustainable food. 

Hughner et al. (2007) suggests that a big contributing factor to why consumers do not 

purchase sustainable food is the satisfaction with the current food source. Some 
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consumers find themselves satisfied with conventional food, which makes them not 

consider sustainable food. Some consumers also claim that sustainable food need to be 

put right in front of them to make them see it, otherwise they will forget it exists (Bray 

et al., 2011).  

2.1.3 Ethical obligations  

Ethical obligations are a key-theme, likely to contribute to ethical consumption. From 

the study of Bray et al. (2011), consumers found personal values to persuade consumers 

into ethical consumption. In turn, that contributed to consumers wanting to make a 

difference and ease their conscience. However, consumers also discussed the difficulty 

of consuming on a purely ethical basis, but because of different reasons (Bray et al., 

2011). Bray et al. (2011) found consumers wanting to make a difference, and therefore 

consumed ethically, others found themselves wanting to make a difference, but did not 

consume ethically, believing it would not have an impact on the environment.  

2.1.4 Lack of information 

Lack of information is also a key-theme to why consumers do not participate in ethical 

consumption. Lack of information is one factor that has been noticed in many studies. 

To be able to make effective purchasing decisions, consumers also need to be fully 

informed about ethical consumption (Bray et al., 2011). Lack of information and 

promotion of sustainable food, have a negative effect on the consumers since they do 

not have enough knowledge to make the right decisions (Hughner et al., 2007; Bray et 

al., 2011). As mentioned in personal experience, news stories that is spreading negative 

information about sustainable food does also push consumers further away from ethical 

consumption (Bray et al., 2011).  

2.1.5 Quality perception 

Quality perception is a key-theme which both contributes to ethical consumption, but 

also makes consumers not participate in ethical consumption. Sometimes, sustainable 

food suffers from being blemish or imperfect. That is since they lack chemicals in their 

production, which intends to keep the food nice longer (Pearson et al., 2011). These 

imperfections make consumers picky, and may find sustainable food of poor quality, 

which in turn makes the consumer not participate in ethical consumption (Bray et al., 

2011). However, Bray et al. (2011) also claim that some consumers found for example 
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free-ranged chicken to taste better, which instead contributes to ethical consumption. 

That suggests consumers find sustainable food to be tastier than conventional food, 

which is a common factor for ethical consumption (Hughner et al., 2007). The high 

price of sustainable food also brings consumers to think that it is of higher quality and 

therefore also of better taste (Hughner et al., 2007). 

2.1.6 Inertia in purchase behaviour 

Inertia in purchase behaviour is a key-theme that makes consumers not consider ethical 

consumption. Inertia in purchase behaviour means that there is a slowly growing 

process within the purchase behaviour, which in turn prevents changes from happening 

in consumers’ consumption patterns (Bray et al., 2011). Bray et al. (2011) found that 

some consumers admitted that they were comfortable with certain brands, and would 

therefore be less likely to change to ethical consumption. By that the authors meant that 

if they had their heart set on, for example Heinz or Weetabix, they would not abandon 

them. That could also be related to the findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggests 

that consumers who are satisfied with their current food source are less likely consider 

changing to ethical consumption.  

2.1.7 Cynicism  

Cynicism is a key-theme to why consumers do not consider ethical consumption. Bray 

et al. (2011) found that consumers express cynicism towards the ethical claims made 

by the retailers to justify their own hesitation towards ethical consumption. By that 

Bray et al. (2011) suggests that consumers thought retailers only took high premium 

prices for the profit of the company, in turn taking advantage of the consumers. 

Therefore, cynicism is seen as a negative driver among consumers to disregard ethical 

consumption, which is a big obstacle.  

2.1.8 Guilt  

Guilt is also a key-theme to why consumers do not consider ethical consumption. Bray 

et al. (2011) found guilt to influence ethical consumption, by making consumers think 

about their purchasing decisions after a non-ethical purchase. They also pointed out 

that people often suppressed the feeling of guilt by questioning the impact their ethical 

choice would have made. With these findings, Bray et al. (2011) contradicted previous 
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findings, that guilt was in the early part in the decision-making process and that 

consumers have moved past a sense of guilt towards ethical consumption. 

 

These eight key themes of ethical consumption provide an explanation of consumer 

attitudes, behaviour intentions and the actual behaviour of consumers. In turn, that 

provides an understanding of why ethical attitudes of consumers might not always 

result in ethical consumption, but also why they sometimes do (Bray et al., 2011). The 

eight themes of ethical consumption can be used to find what drives consumers to 

sustainable consumption. 

2.2 Motivational drivers  
As our study investigates the drivers of sustainable food consumption, it is relevant to 

consider what drives consumers to be sustainable consumers. It is also essential to 

understand that there are demotivating factors, which makes sustainable consumption 

less attractive to some consumers. Hughner et al. (2007) study both positive and 

negative motivational drivers of sustainable food consumption, which are found and 

presented in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Categorization of motivational drivers of sustainable food consumption 

Positive Drivers Negative Drivers 
Healthy High prices 

Better taste Lack of availability 

Environmentally friendly Scepticism of labels  

Food safety  Satisfaction of current food source 

Animal welfare Cosmetic defects 

Support of local economy Insufficient marketing 

(Based on research by Hughner et al., 2007) 

 

These drivers are relevant for this study because they help explain why consumers 

choose to consume sustainable food products or why they might not. Motivational 

drivers are what is most likely driving the consumers towards sustainable food 

consumption, and it is therefore important to understand these drivers (Hwang, 2016). 

To continue, table 1 will be further discussed below where the motivational drivers, 

both positive and negative, will be presented.   
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2.2.1 Positive drivers  

Positive motivational drivers bring consumers towards ethical consumption. It is most 

likely the moral and personal believes of the consumers that makes them want to 

engage in sustainable consumption (Hwang, 2016). Because of growing concern for 

the environment, more consumers are engaged in sustainable food consumption 

(Jansson et al., 2010). Sustainable consumers also want to support farmers who engage 

in sustainable farming since it is less damaging towards the environment (Pearson et 

al., 2011). Hughner et al. (2007) means that sustainable consumers consider the 

chemicals and pesticides that are used in conventional food to be harmful towards the 

environment, and therefore engaging in sustainable food consumption, is in care for 

the natural environment. This also relates to consumers concern about food safety, 

which Hughner et al. (2007) speaks about as something consumers tend to have in mind 

when choosing sustainable food products.  

 

Further research also shows that health is a positive motivational driver towards 

sustainable food consumption. Padel and Foster (2005) claims that consumers find 

themselves emotionally drawn towards sustainable labels, such as KRAV and Organic, 

since they relate to personal wellbeing and health. Consumers also associates the 

sustainable labels to be beneficial towards the environment (Padel & Foster, 2005). 

Other consumers claim that sustainable food taste better, because of it being of higher 

quality than conventionally grown food (Hughner et al., 2007; Bray et al., 2011). 

Another reason for using health as a motivation for sustainable food consumption is 

because sustainable food is containing the minerals, vitamins and other health-giving 

properties that sustainable consumers want (Pearson et al., 2011). Thereby, the 

consumer want to avoid having their vitamins surrounded by the artificial chemicals 

that are used in conventional food that helps process and storage those food (Pearson 

et al., 2011). 

 

A positive motivational driver is animal welfare, according to previous findings, it is a 

big part of why consumers tend to consume sustainable food. Hughner et al. (2007) 

claims that many consumers find animal welfare and food safety a motivation to engage 

in sustainable food consumption, much due to the avoidance of diseases such as 

Salmonella and Escherichia coli. Animal welfare is a motivational driver that involves 
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products such as chicken, eggs, beef, dairy and pork since they are products that require 

animal care and treatment. Animal welfare is mostly considered in countries which 

engage in intensive animal farming systems (Pearson et al., 2011). The last positive 

motivational driver mentioned in table 1, is support for the local economy. Hughner et 

al. (2007) mean that many consumers tend to believe that sustainable food consumption 

supports the local economy. This because the food is locally produced, and therefore 

consumers support the smaller farms in their country by consuming their products. This 

is an attempt for consumers to feel good towards its country and environment (Pearson 

et al., 2011).  

2.2.2 Negative drivers 

As seen in table 1, there are also negative non-motivational drivers of sustainable 

consumption. The matter of sustainable products being costlier, is one of the bigger 

barriers of sustainable food consumption (Nasir & Karakaya, 2014; Pearson et al., 

2011). However, some consumers are willing to pay premium prices for sustainable 

food, whil other consumers do not. The stereotypical sustainable consumer, according 

to (Hughner et al., 2007), has a good economy, which may be important when 

discussing price as a barrier toward sustainable food consumption.  

 

Another factor that is considered as a barrier towards sustainable food consumption is 

the lack of availability of sustainable food products. Previous research has shown that 

consumers experience sustainable food to be limited in availability, and that it is 

sometimes difficult to find. Padel and Foster (2005) suggest that the availability 

depends on what are stocked in the markets where the consumers are making their 

purchase. That means some consumers might want to be sustainable, but because of 

lacking availability, it is not possible.  

 

Another non-motivational driver of sustainable food consumption is the fact that some 

consumers are sceptical towards the labels of sustainable food. Hughner et al. (2007) 

states that consumers sometimes tend to not trust the certification of labels that claims 

the products are ecological, organic, locally produced etc. That in turn leads the 

consumer to question the authenticity of sustainable products. To question the 

authenticity of sustainable products has much to do with the fact that consumers does 
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not recognize the labels and therefore do not know what the labels stand for (Padel & 

Foster, 2005). Padel and Foster (2005) further claim that lack of information, packaging 

and uninviting displays contributes to why consumers might not consider sustainable 

food. Lack of information can further be related to scepticism since consumers do not 

know exactly what it is they buy, if they are not well informed by themselves. 

Therefore, it might be harder to reach non-sustainable consumers without further effort 

of information about sustainable food. Padel and Foster (2005) also states that lack of 

information regarding sustainable food and its labelling is a matter of consumer 

confusion. Furthermore, Padel and Foster (2005) argued that 52% of their 4,200 asked 

households looked for the label "organic", which is a well-known brand among 

consumers. In turn making it harder for other certification labels, which is not 

recognised by the non-sustainable consumer.  

 

Lack of information can be a bi-effect from insufficient marketing. There is a tendency 

towards supermarkets incapability of marketing sustainable food, which leads 

consumers to believe supermarkets do not support sustainable food (Padel & Foster, 

2005; Hughner et al., 2007). In turn, the marketing incapability creates a mistrust 

among consumers towards food markets and their involvement in promoting 

sustainable food products (Padel & Foster, 2005; Hughner et al., 2007).  

 

Another reason of why consumers do not consider sustainable food products, are due 

to their own satisfaction with their current food source. Hughner et al. (2007) means 

that some consumers prioritise differently. For some consumers, consuming 

sustainable food products are not as important as taste. If a person has been consuming 

the same type of food for a very long time, because he or she finds it tasty, changing to 

sustainable food might be less interesting. Since sustainable food is free from artificial 

chemicals, they might suffer from defects, such as being blemish or other imperfections 

that conventional food products would not have (Hughner et al., 2007).  

 

2.3 Green Behaviour  
The purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and 

the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective. Therefore, it is relevant 

to understand the behaviour that draw consumers to consume sustainable food 
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products. In previous research, a conceptual framework was developed by Stern 

(2000), from theories that concerned environmental significant behaviour (Jansson et 

al., 2010).  

 

The framework of Green Behaviour was developed by Stern (2000), who addresses to 

"people’s beliefs about the environmental significance of behaviours" (p.408). His 

findings were later presented in a framework, which can be found in appendix 3 – A 

conceptual framework of consumer behaviour.  Based on Stern's (2000) findings, 

Jansson et al. (2010) further developed a new framework which they call Green 

Behaviour. This framework applies on today's consumer trends and their adoption to 

sustainable food consumption. Jansson et al. (2010) says that green behaviour is 

relevant for business and environmental reasons, to minimize the negative effects of 

consumption. They suggest that less consumption is not effective if consumers do not 

adapt to green behaviour (Jansson et al., 2010).   Green consumer behaviour is though 

still difficult to define (Brochado et al., 2016). The attitudes of consumers and their 

attempts to become more environmentally friendly are also contributing to consumers 

changing behaviour. In turn, this contribute to changes in consumer attitudes (Brochado 

et al., 2010).  

 

Over the past decades, there has been a growing concern about the natural environment. 

Because of this change, the purchase behaviour of consumers has changed as well 

(Brochado, et al., 2016). Based on the literature review, green consumers are those who 

consider environmental criteria within their purchase decisions and take on responsible 

actions and attitudes. The increased consciousness of the environment has been 

changing the way consumers view the market and their own consumption habits 

(Brochado, et al., 2016). Previous research also show that underlying values of 

environmental actions have an impact on consumer behaviour (Gilg et al., 2005). 

Sustainable food consumers tend to consider the consequences in a public matter in 

their purchase decisions, meaning that they avoid behaviour that can injure themselves, 

the environment or other people (Brochado et al., 2016). For sustainable food 

consumers, the positive motivational drivers are greater than the negative, and therefore 

consumers engage in green behaviour. Furthermore, Jansson et al. (2010) determine 

sustainable consumer behaviour from different categories, which they have collected 
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from Stern (2010). These categories are; attitudinal factors, contextual forces, 

habits/routines and personal capabilities. But only three will be considered in this study 

due to relevance; attitudinal factors, habits and personal capabilities.  

2.3.1 Attitudinal factors 

Attitudinal factors include values, beliefs and norms of the consumers. The definition 

of attitudinal factors is said to “connect personal stable values to actual consumption-

level attitudes and behaviours” (Jansson et al., 2010 p.359). The attitudes in this theory 

are specifically consumption attitudes, which is a connection between the consumers’ 

values and behaviour. However, there are more factors that contributes to the 

connection between consumers’ behaviour and values, which are relevant to 

understand (Jansson et al., 2010). These values are fundamental values, behaviour 

specific beliefs and personal moral norms, which are guidance of individuals’ actions. 

In turn these are affecting the green consumer behaviour since they are related to the 

pro-environmental norms of the consumers (Jansson et al., 2010).  

 

Values are beliefs that makes an individual act by preference and serves as a guiding 

principle in behaviour (de Groot & Steg, 2008). De Groot and Steg, (2008) says that 

the choices consumers make are based on the values that they consider to be most 

relevant. Values also play an important role since they are used as predictors in attitudes 

and behavioural intentions (de Groot & Steg, 2008). Green behaviour also has three 

different characteristics of values that should be considered. These characteristics are 

social-altruistic, biospheric and egoistic values (Jansson et al., 2010; de Groot & Steg, 

2008). Social-altruistic values mean that individuals base their purchase decisions so 

that they behave pro-environmentally and consider the benefits and costs for other 

people and not only themselves. Biospheric values means that individuals base their 

decisions only to act pro-environmentally for the ecosystem and biosphere as a whole. 

The egoistic value only considers the personal costs and benefits of green behaviour 

and not others (de Groot & Steg, 2008; Jansson et al., 2010).  

 

Another view of attitudinal factors is what Gilg et al. (2005) present as personal 

attitudes. These personal attitudes are categorized into four groups; perceived 

consumer effectiveness, self-efficacy, social responsibility and the interaction of the 
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effects of price, quality and brand loyalty. Perceived consumer effectiveness measures 

the impact a consumer has on the environment, if a consumer has a high level of 

perceived consumer effectiveness, the level of green consumerism is greater. Social 

responsibility relates to whether consumers feel morally obligated to take part in 

sustainable consumption. The last group, the interaction of the effects of price, quality 

and brand loyalty speaks for the higher prices and quality that often comes with 

sustainable food consumption and that consumers sometimes find themselves loyal to 

certain brands (Gilg et al., 2005). These values, beliefs and norms are relevant for this 

study since it provides an understanding of how consumers adjust their behaviour 

towards sustainable food consumption and how they think while doing so.  

2.3.2 Habits  

The concept of habits is relevant for this study because it relates to the concept of green 

consumer behaviour and is influential for green behaviour. People often fall into habits 

when they consume the same type of food over and over because it is safe and 

comfortable. Therefore, the change to green behaviour requires a change in habits to 

be able to create new habits (Jansson et al., 2010). Habits are when an individual seem 

to support one context in repeating responses, which means that the behaviour is 

“frozen” in a repetitive behaviour (Thøgersen & Ölander, 2006). Thøgersen and 

Ölander (2006) claims there are three steps needed for habits to change. First, the 

behaviour must be repeated several times to become a habit. Second, the behaviour 

must take place in a stable surrounding. Third, there must be a positive effect, to 

continue.  

 

“Habits influence intentions and willingness to change behaviour and translate 

attitudinal factors into actual behaviour” (Jansson et al., 2010 p. 360). A habit can take 

on both non-motivational and motivational reasons, to do the same choice over and 

over. Often, non-motivational reasons focus on previous experiences, and are reasons 

for repeating behaviour (Thøgersen & Ölander, 2006). Thøgersen and Ölander (2006) 

claim that the motivational reasons for a habitual behaviour is due to the effectiveness 

of coping with strong demands and problem solving in the daily life. It is quick and 

easy to persue the same behaviour over and over. To change habits into green 

behaviour, consumers need to start by consuming sustainable food once and later find 
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rewarding consequences for that choice. If the experience has a positive impact on the 

consumer, then a new routine could begin to develop into new habits (Thøgersen & 

Ölander, 2006).  

2.3.3 Personal capabilities   

Personal capabilities also determine green behaviour. Personal capabilities include 

skills and knowledge that are required for certain actions (Jansson et al., 2010). Other 

characteristics of personal capabilities are the availability of time for consumers to act 

and their resources, such as age, income, social status and education. These 

characteristics indicates control in green behaviour (Jansson et al., 2010). Jansson et 

al. (2010) suggests that to some extent, green behaviour is determined by a higher 

income amongst consumers. Otherwise, more restricted behaviour is needed to be less 

financially demanding (Jansson et al., 2010). That is relevant for the study because it 

explains behavioural factors of consumers who are evolving into sustainable 

consumers and could therefore be helpful in the analytical part of the study. It can also 

help explain the stereotype of sustainable consumers that has been found in previous 

studies. An example is Gilg et al. (2005) who claims, “that those in older age groups, 

who are female, well educated, have a good income and are politically liberal are more 

likely to engage in green consumption” (p.484).  

 

2.4 A Conceptual Model 
Since the purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, 

and the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective a conceptual model 

is developed. Ethical consumerism explains the way consumers make their purchase 

decisions through earlier experiences (Yeow, et al., 2014). Therefore, ethical 

consumerism also explores what drives consumers towards sustainable food 

consumption. Since the study explores drivers of consumers, ethical consumerism also 

contributes with further information about consumers’ willingness to consume 

sustainable food.  

 

The theory chapter of motivational drivers provides relevant information about 

consumers’ choices and what drives them towards sustainable food consumption. Table 

1 brings forward both the negative- and positive drivers of sustainable food 
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consumption. In turn, those drivers provide the study with different drivers to why 

consumers choose to consume, and not consume sustainable food, which is relevant for 

this study. However, to gain the most out of the empirical findings, the term of 

motivational drivers will be replaced with the term drivers of sustainable consumption. 

That allows the study to confirm more that only motivations driver behind sustainable 

food consumption, but also influencers of it. Bray et al. (2011), also bring forward 

drivers of ethical consumerism, which sometimes might be the cause of why consumers 

do not consume sustainable food. Green consumer behaviour brings forward that 

consumers who think green puts on responsible actions and attitudes in their purchase 

decisions and avoid behaviour that can injure themselves or others, or the environment 

(Brochado, et al., 2016).  

 

From these frameworks, a conceptual model has been developed. The conceptual 

model is shown in figure 1, and describe the drivers of sustainable food consumption 

from a consumer perspective.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. A conceptual model of consumer motivation to consume sustainable food. (Based on 
findings by Brochado, et al., 2016; Hughner et al., 2007; Jansson et al., 2010; Bray et al. 2011; 
Yeow, et al., 2014; Carrington et al., 2014) 
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The fact that consumers sometimes says they want to consume sustainable food, does 

not always mean that they will, depending on how strong the positive drivers are. They 

could also be less likely to consume sustainable food if the negative drivers are 

stronger. However, influencers could also bring those consumers to sustainable 

consumption because of good publicity, media and friends. By that, the model shows 

the strength of consumers’ intention to consume sustainable food. If the positive drivers 

are stronger that the negative, the consumer will continue towards sustainable food 

consumption. However, it the negative drivers are stronger, the consumer might turn 

towards conventional food consumption instead of the sustainable food consumption.  
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter, the theoretical method will first be presented trough identification of 

epistemological considerations, research strategy and research design and research 

method. Secondly, the practical method of the study will be presented. Here, the 

instrumentation of the study will be presented to explain how the data collection was 

performed, followed by selection of participants. Thereafter, the procedure of the data 

collection will be presented, followed by data processing and analysis, ethical 

considerations and reliability and validity. 

3.1 Epistemological Considerations 
In a research study, it is relevant to provide epistemological considerations. 

Epistemological considerations concerns “questions of what is (…) regarded as 

acceptable knowledge in a discipline” (Bryman & Bell, 2016 p. 26). That is the issue 

of whether the social world should be studied according to procedures, the same 

principles, and natural sciences, or not (Bryman & Bell, 2016).  

 

There are two different epistemological considerations that should be considered. 

Those are positivism and interpretivism. Positivism is inspired by the methods of 

natural science and study the social reality, with the emphasis on explaining human 

behaviour (Bryman & Bell, 2016). That means that the positivistic approach only 

accepts knowledge that is confirmed by the sense and gathered facts. Interpretivism is 

the contrary to positivism. Interpretivism, instead of natural science, focus on social 

science and the understanding of human behaviour (Bryman & Bell, 2016). That means 

that interpretivism focuses on the understanding of human action, rather than 

explaining the human action.   

 

The purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and 

the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective.  Therefore, an 

interpretivistic approach is relevant for a deeper understanding of these changes of 

human actions, rather than explaining them. 
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3.2 Research Strategy  
When writing a research study, it is essential to consider different research methods. 

There are two different research methods that can be used in a research study, which 

are qualitative and quantitative research (Bryman & Bell, 2016). A qualitative research 

method emphasizes words rather than quantification, but it also views social reality as 

a continuous change of individuals’ actions (Bryman & Bell, 2016). A quantitative 

research method is the contrary to a qualitative research method. A quantitative 

research method use measurements and quantifications in its collection of data, and 

views the social reality objectively (Bryman & Bell, 2016).  

 

When deciding between a quantitative and a qualitative research method, the purpose 

of the study should be underlying the choice of research strategy (Bryman & Bell, 

2016). As the purpose of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food 

consumption, a deeper understanding of the drivers behind these changes is needed. 

An interpretivistic approach, and qualitative research method are best suited.  

3.3 Research Design and Method 
The research design provides a context of how data will be collected for this study and 

the research method provides information of the technique used to collect data (Bryman 

& Bell, 2016). A qualitative research method builds upon interviews and observations 

and crave good administrative opportunities to gather statistics (Ahrne & Svensson, 

2016). Interviews and observations provides the study with the possibility to gain a 

deeper view into individuals’ opinions and believes, which are most central for this 

study. However, before performing a qualitative research the research design needs to 

be formed. The research design should be formed in such way that it serves the study 

purpose best (Ahrne & Svennson, 2016). Therefore, the research design best suited for 

this study is interviews.    

3.4 Instrumentation 
The main instrumentation in this study are interviews. Interviews are a good research 

method when the study need information from the interviewee’s point of view (Bryman 

& Bell, 2016). The type of interviews conducted were semi-structured interviews. 

Semi-structured interviews are formed by a pre-made interview guide with ready 
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questions, which can be supplemented with new questions as the interview goes 

(Denscombe, 2014). The interview guides of this study can be found in appendix 1 – 

Interview guide, store managers and 2 – Interview guide, consumers.  

 

The reason for choosing semi-structured interviews was because they are more flexible 

than structured interviews (Denscombe, 2014). Semi-structured interviews aim to 

unveil the ideas of the interviewee and allows the interviewed to speak more detailed 

about the subject of sustainable food consumption (Denscombe, 2014). Another reason 

for choosing semi-structured interviews, was because it also allows the study to gain 

more deep and precise knowledge to answer the research questions (Ahrne & Svensson, 

2016). Also, semi-structured interviews provide the opportunity to adapt the questions 

during the interviews to gain further interesting facts.  

 

However, there are of course complications that should be considered when performing 

semi-structured interviews, since there are parts of an interview that cannot be 

controlled or prepared. First, when performing an interview, it is important that the 

interviewers make the interviewee feel comfortable, in order to gain honest and 

sufficient data (Ahrne & Svensson, 2016). The second complication of performing 

interviews are linked to the recording and transliteration of the interview. If the 

interview is not possible to record, the precision of the answers can be vague and the 

transliteration can therefore be difficult to analyse (Ahrne & Svensson, 2016). A third 

complication of performing interviews is the fact that people are not always doing what 

they say they do, which provides “false” information for the study as a result (Ahrne 

& Svensson, 2016).  

 

The complications that follows with qualitative study have been conquered by being 

well prepared on the study subject, and knowing the questions of the interview guide 

in full. To make the interviewees feel comfortable, the interviews took place where 

they felt most comfortable, which was at their offices, food markets, at home and 

online. The interviews have been recorded by cell phone, which have made it possible 

for us to make a good and precise transliteration. The third complication is, though, 

hard to prevent. However, the interviewees have not been taken part of the questions 

in beforehand, but they have been informed about the study and the research topics 
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before the interviews begun. In that way, we believe that the answers were more honest, 

since the interviewees had no opportunity of preparing their answers to specific 

questions and had to speak directly from their mind.   

3.5 Selection of Participants  
When performing an interview, it is important to carefully consider who to interview 

and how many interviews that should be done (Ahrne & Svensson, 2016). The purpose 

of this study is to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and the drivers 

behind these changes from a consumer perspective. Therefore, both consumer and store 

manager views are of interest in this study, to gain a deeper understanding from both 

the inside and outside of to what drive consumers to consume sustainable food 

products.  

 

To answer the first part of the research question of how sustainable food consumption 

has changed, retailers were interviewed. The retailers were believed to be a good source 

of knowledge into the field of sustainable food consumption. Since the retailers were 

believed to have great knowledge of the changes that have transpired over the last 

decade. The four retailers that were interviewed, were store managers or store owners 

with greater knowledge in this area, from either supermarkets or complete 

organic/ecological food markets. However, in this study, all the interviewed from the 

food markets will be referred to as store managers to make the analyse easier. All store 

managers volunteered themselves, with believes that they were the most suitable, in 

the organisation, to answer the questions.  

 

To answer the second part of the research question of what are the drivers contributing 

to this change, in sustainable food consumption, consumers were interviewed. The 

consumers were believed to have a deeper and more personal knowledge and 

experience of sustainable food products, which made them susceptible. However, it 

was important to ensure that the consumers interviewed consumed some kind of 

sustainable food products on a weekly basis, to make sure they had prior knowledge of 

sustainable food products. Two of the consumers interviewed were found through a 

request on the social media channel Facebook, while two of the other participants were 

found through a request sent out in the organization of Malmö Stad. One consumer was 
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found during a visit in the Eco-market Ekolivs and another from direct contact through 

a request on text message. As for the store managers, consumers were considered 

within distance so that both our and their travelling time would be as time saving as 

possible. That means that all consumers were found within the area of Skåne, mostly 

from Malmö, Lund and Kristanstad. However, one consumer was from Bromölla, just 

outside of Kristianstad, and another from Österlen. Two of the interviews were held 

online and the rest was held in Malmö and Kristianstad.  

 

The choice of having interviewed both store managers and consumers in this study, 

were with consideration of being able to answer the research question from two 

different standpoints. By finding similarities regarding changes in sustainable food 

consumption from both sides, food markets and consumers, the results are considered 

to be more reliable and valid.  

3.6 Procedure 
The data were collected through semi-structured interviews with both store managers 

and consumers. The interviews were made through use of interview guides. See 

appendix 1 – Interview guide, store managers, and appendix 2 – interview guide, 

consumers. Those were then used as guidelines throughout the interview. However, 

since the interviews were semi-structured, questions outside of the interview guide 

were asked to gain fuller information about other important incidences that might have 

come up. Furthermore, for the sake of this study, it is also important to know that the 

Swedish word ekologiskt is translated as organic food in English. 

3.6.1 Interviews with store managers 

Interviews were first performed with the store managers working within supermarkets 

or organic/ecological food markets. Why both types have been chosen for this study is 

because it is essential to gain a view of sustainable food consumption from two views.  

The view of supermarkets with both organic/ecological food and conventional food, 

and markets with only Organic/ecological food. The store managers were chosen with 

consideration of distance, so that it would be possible to make the interviews without 

having to travel too far. The food markets we contacted and that wanted to participate 

in an interview were Coop Konsum in Kristianstad, ICA Malmborgs Erikslust in 
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Malmö, Ekolivs in Malmö, and Tant Gurka in Lund. The interviews lasted for about 

40 minutes each, and were transliterated thereafter.  

 
Table 2. Store manager participants 

Market  Market type Gender of store manager 

Coop Konsum Supermarket Male 

ICA Malmborgs Supermarket Male 

Tant Gurka Eco-market Female 

Ekolivs Eco-market Female 

 

3.6.2 Interviews with consumers 

The consumers were approached by leaving a note in the sustainable market Green 

Matmarknad to ensure we got consumers that regularly consumed sustainable food. 

The note contained our e-mail addresses and phone numbers so that those who were 

interested could contact us. However, no consumers contacted us for an interview. 

Therefore, requests were sent out on the social media page Facebook, and through a 

request sent out in the organization of Malmö Stad. One of the consumers were also 

caught during an interview with store manager of Ekolivs. The consumers agreed to 

participate out of their own interest. Six consumers were interested in participating in 

an interview, which was considered enough to make a good analysis. The interviews 

lasted for about 40 minutes.  

 

The interviews took place where the consumers felt most comfortable, which meant 

that the interviews were more relaxed and felt safe. Hopefully we got more honest and 

relevant answers. However, two of the interviewed consumers could not find the time 

to meet in person because of jobs and child care. Therefore, those two interviews were 

conducted through online video chats over Facebook. Online video chats were used 

because they resemble a face-to-face conversation, only we did not meet in real life. 

Since video chats crave constant internet-connection and good coverage, it was 

important to find that beforehand. Therefore, the video chats could be blurry at times 

during the interviews which led to some repeated questions, in the end the online 

interviews was just as good as the face-to-face interviews.   
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Table 3. Consumer participants  

Consumers Gender Age Type of Interview 

Isabella Female 25 Video chat 

Ellen Female 27 Video chat 

Peter Male 59 Face-to-face 

Christina Female 53 Face-to-face 

Emil Male 31 Face-to-face 

Olivia Female 22 Face-to-face 

 

All the interviews were semi-structured, which allowed us to have guide lines, but also 

to adjust the questions as the interview went on. This procedure allowed us to gain an 

inside view of who the sustainable consumers are and their motivations to consume 

sustainable food, but also how sustainable consumption might have changed.  

3.7 Data Processing and Analysis  
After all interviews were made with the store managers and consumers, each of them 

were transliterated. In total, the collected data consisted of 82 pages. Thereafter, the 

transliterated material was collected and divided into opinion-bearing units to fully 

understand the context of the interviews and to make it easier to analyse. The opinion-

bearing units were thereafter reformulated into condensed units of opinion to create 

fully understandable sentences. After this the condensed unit of opinion were provided 

with different drivers of sustainable food consumption, both positive-, negative- and 

depending drivers, to connect these to the different categories. These were then put into 

charts showing these exact different steps for each opinion-bearing unit.  

 

Each interview got their own data-analysis, which resulted in totally ten different 

charts, four tables with store manager perspectives and six with consumer perspectives. 

To make the analyse easier, the perspectives of consumers and store managers were 

analysed separately. Therefore, two separate tables, were created to collect the most 

essential information from each of these two. These can be found in appendix 4 – 

Empirical findings of store managers and 5 - Empirical findings of consumers.  
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3.8 Ethical Considerations 
The interviews with both the consumers and the store managers were held in Swedish. 

Afterwards the interviews were transliterated in Swedish, but translated into English 

when cited in the analysis. This was also made with most caution, to make sure the 

statements of the interviewees were translated correctly. The study was presented 

before the interviews begun so that they knew what they were participating to, and so 

that they understood the concept of the study. Also, the full names of the interviewees 

have been protected. The store managers are referred to with their store names and the 

consumers are referred to only by using first names.  

3.9 Reliability and validity 
To establish a qualitative research, it is important that the research is valid. Some 

researcher refers to validity as whether one has observed, identified or measured what 

individuals say that they are doing (Bryman & Bell, 2016). Reliability can be measured 

both from an external- and an internal view. The external view speaks for whether the 

study can be redone, which they mean is a difficult criterion to meet in a qualitative 

study (Bryman & Bell, 2016). The internal view speaks for whether the research team 

agrees on what they have seen and heard (Bryman & Bell, 2016). If the researchers do 

not agree on those factors, then the reliability of the study will be less.  

 

In this study, we as researchers have agreed on what have been observed and come to 

a mutual conclusion of the empirical findings that provides internal reliability of this 

study. Whether the study can be redone, is an unclear question. However, we seem to 

believe that the empirical findings from the interviews are reliable since all answers we 

have gain from the interviews has been very alike. Therefore, the study may not be 

possible to redo in exact form, but possibly to a small extent. That indicate the study to 

have external validity as well.  

 

Validity can also be measured both from an external- and an internal view. Internal 

validity is whether the observations from the research matches the theoretical 

developments of the study, which usually are a strength in a qualitative research 

(Bryman & Bell, 2016). External validity focus on whether the research findings can 

be used as a generalization across social settings. The possibility to generalize often 
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decrease within a qualitative research method because they use small samples, unlike 

a quantitative method that uses big samples (Bryman & Bell, 2016). However, Bryman 

and Bell, (2016) have pointed out that qualitative research needs to be specified in 

terms to establish and assess the quality. By that they mean that the study should fulfil 

the criterions of trustworthiness and authenticity (Bryman & Bell, 2016). 

Trustworthiness is a criterion put together by four other criteria; Credibility, 

transferability, dependability and confirmability. These four are parallels with the 

internal- and external reliability and the internal- and external validity.  

 

From both the perspectives of internal and external validity, this study has strong 

validity. Since internal validity is stronger in a qualitative study, this study is grounded 

in strong validity. Internal validity also brings up how the observations, in this case 

interviews, matches the theoretical developments. Since the interview guides are 

developed with consideration of the theoretical frameworks in chapter 2, the interviews 

have been adjusted to the theoretical developments of this study. Therefore, the study 

is valid in the internal meaning. The external validity of this study and the possibility 

of generalization across social settings are harder to define. Since the possibility of 

generalization declines within a qualitative study, it may be less valid in the external 

view. However, after all the interviews were done, it was clear that to some extent, both 

consumers and store manager all had the somewhat the same view on sustainable food 

consumption and what drives consumers to consume sustainable food products. 

Therefore, it is believed that the empirical finding of this study could be used to 

generalize to some extent, but maybe not in full, which makes the external validity less 

valid.   
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4. Empirical Findings and Analysis 

In this chapter, the empirical findings of the store managers and consumers will be 

presented and analysed. The empirical findings will also be connected to the 

theoretical framework in chapter 2. The findings from the interviews with the store 

managers will be presented first, followed by the findings from the interviews with the 

consumers. The empirical findings will be presented in line with the conceptual model 

and the drivers of sustainable food consumption found through the interviews.  

 

4.1 Empirical Findings and Analysis of Store Managers 
In the following analysis, the findings from our study will be presented from the 

perspective of the store managers. The drivers will be presented as we see fit within 

three different categories: positive drivers-, negative drivers- and depending drivers of 

sustainable food consumption. Further interesting quotes from the interviews with the 

store managers can be found in appendix 4 - Empirical findings of store managers.  

4.1.1 Positive drivers of sustainable food consumption 

The store managers were asked what they believed drive consumers towards 

sustainable food consumption. All store managers found health to be a big positive 

driver. Both the store managers of Tant Gurka and Ekolivs saw how the increasing 

awareness and knowledge among consumers often are connected to health. An example 

of this is the increased number of younger consumers, often families with children, 

who consume sustainable food. Another example the store managers of Tant Gurka 

and Ekolivs believed effected sustainable food consumption, was that health often is 

the first step into sustainable food consumption. They also claimed health to be a big 

contributor to what make consumers continue to consume sustainable food products. 

An example of this is described blow by the store manager of Ekolivs:  

For many consumers, the health aspect drives them to consume 

ecological food. People are thinking more about what they put into 

their bodies today than about ten years ago. – (Store manager of 

Ekolivs) 
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From the interviews, it was found that all the store managers believed health to be 

prioritised by the consumers in different ways, depending on what type of food market 

we were at. At the bigger food markets, ICA Malmborgs and Coop Konsum, the 

environment, food safety and animal welfare ware believed to be the main priorities of 

sustainable food consumption. This reflects upon what the store managers of ICA 

Malmborgs and Coop Konsum believed their consumers find most important regarding 

sustainable food. On the other hand, at the smaller food markets, Tant Gurka and 

Ekolivs, the personal health got much more focus and priority. This reflects upon what 

the store managers of Tant Gurka and Ekolivs believed their consumers find most 

important regarding sustainable food. The fact all that the store managers believed 

consumers to acknowledge their health when they consume sustainable food, is in line 

with previous findings of Bray et al. (2011). Bray et al. (2011) suggest that specific 

news stories affect consumers to consider the ethical issues and their own health, which 

in turn draw consumers to think more about their purchasing decisions. Padel and 

Foster (2005) also implies that consumers find themselves drawn towards organic 

labels, since they relate to personal wellbeing and health.  

 

Another driver that the store managers believed influenced the consumers to consume 

sustainable food products is the environment concerns. This was suggested to be one 

of the more prominent drivers of sustainable food consumption. The store manager of 

Tant Gurka put the environmental concerns in relation to knowledge of consumers, 

which is shown in the example below.  

It is mostly the environment that motivates consumers to consume 

sustainable food product. They want to consume ecological food so 

that the soils are not ruined by fertilizers and spraying that also ruin 

the environment. – (Store manager of Tant Gurka)  

This suggests that the store managers believed that consumers today are more 

concerned with the environment, and therefore gathers more information about it. The 

growing knowledge about the environment and what happens to it, if we keep 

consuming as we do, the store manager of Tant Gurka believed consumers to think one 

step further in their purchase decisions. Although, the store managers of ICA 

Malmborgs and Coop Konsum talked about the environment from a marketing 
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standpoint. They felt that since they know how important the environment is to 

consumers, it is a natural advertising standpoint for sustainable food products. 

Furthermore, all store managers discussed the availability of information available 

today, which they believed contribute to more consumers wanting to consume 

sustainable food products.  The thoughts of the store managers are in line with the 

findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggests that sustainable consumers consider 

the chemicals and pesticides that are used in conventional food to be of harm towards 

the environment, and therefore they engage in sustainable food consumption. Jansson 

et al. (2010) also suggests that there is a growing concern for the environment, and how 

consumers tend to have the environment in mind when purchasing sustainable 

products. This also seem to be in line with the suggestions of the store managers, who 

all claimed consumers to be more environmentally concerned today than before.  

 

All store managers also believed that knowledge is an important driver towards 

sustainable food consumption. When the store managers were asked about how they 

believed the consumer behaviour has changed during the last decade, all store managers 

pointed out that the biggest change in sustainable food consumption is the growing 

interest from the younger consumers. The store manager of ICA Malmborgs argued 

that most of the changes in sustainable food consumption today are driven by younger 

people. The owner of Tant Gurka pointed out that everyone today consumes ecological 

products, from the day you start university, until the day you are eighty. The store 

manager at Coop Konsum also claimed that:  

For the last couple of years, it has been a clear change in consumer 

awareness and behaviour. I believe the consumers are more aware, 

because they know we have to do something for the sake of the 

environment. – (Store manager of Coop Konsum) 

The store managers were also asked, what might have caused this change to happen. 

All store managers believed that costumers today have much more knowledge 

regarding sustainable food in relation to conventional food, which leads consumers to 

be more conscious in their purchase decisions. The store manager of ICA Malmborgs 

pointed out how technology and media are a great way for inspiration, but also how the 

environmental driver is more prominent today. According to the store managers at 
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Coop Konsum, this leads to more knowledge about the subject of sustainable food. He 

meant that consumers gather greater knowledge about the difference between 

sustainable food and conventional food, though reading newspapers and on the internet. 

Previous research also found knowledge to be an important driver for consumers in 

their purchasing decisions of sustainable food. Jansson et el., (2010) brought forward 

personal capabilities to determine Green Behaviour, where knowledge is required for 

certain actions. Knowledge is needed to be able to make the right decisions, which the 

store managers meant make knowledge a positive driver of sustainable food 

consumption. All store managers believed consumers to have more knowledge today 

and therefore make better decisions, much due to new influencers, such as internet and 

media that takes a bigger plaice in our society. In turn, the information is often picked 

up by younger consumers.  

 

During the interviews, the store managers were asked which driver they believed had 

changed the most in consumer interest of ecological-, organic- or locally produced 

food, during the last ten years. All the store managers found locally produced food has 

had a remarkable growth, among all food products. The store manager of Ekolivs 

believed that many consumers prefer locally produced meat products, due to the fact 

that they believe animals are treated better in Sweden. She also claimed that the demand 

for locally produced food grow constantly. The store manager of ICA Malmborgs 

found the environment to be a big driver for consumers, which create a growing interest 

in locally produced food products. His argument was based on the fact that ICA 

Malmborgs constantly had to collect more locally produced food products, because of 

a growing demand from their consumers. At the same time, the store manager of Coop 

Konsum found locally produced meat to be more favourable than KRAV among 

consumers. That is, since the KRAV branding often makes the products more 

expensive. Locally produced food means to support the local farmers, something the 

manager at Coop Konsum believed consumers to prioritise. An example of this is 

shown below: 

Locally produced food is in higher demand than products with KRAV 

certification. If we have pork from Degeberga (which is just outside 

of Kristianstad) among other KRAV products, the consumers tend to 

choose the locally produced food. This because locally produced 
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products lie close to the consumers’ hearts. – (Store manager of Coop 

Konsum) 

This suggests that the consumer awareness about locally produced food has grown, 

because of the growing concern for the environment and animal welfare. The store 

manager of Tant Gurka also seemed to find locally produced food to be preferable 

among the dry food products as well. The findings of Pearson et al. (2011) was that, 

sustainable consumers tend to support farmers who engage in sustainable farming since 

it is less damaging towards the environment. That seems to be in line with the 

suggestions from all the store managers, at least regarding the environmental concerns. 

However, none of the store manager claimed support for local economy to be a specific 

driver for consumers, but more the concern for health and the environment. Therefore, 

locally produced food seems to be more relevant than support for the local economy.  

 

4.1.2 Negative drivers of sustainable food consumption 

The store managers were asked what they believed made consumers not to consume 

sustainable food products. All four store managers had a similar view on how price is 

a negative driver for sustainable food consumption in general. They also mentioned 

that the question of price is not as evident to the consumers today as before. The 

manager at ICA Malmborgs compared price and its effects on consumers today, in 

relation to the past, and suggested that the prices today are significantly lower than 

before. Therefore, price seems to be less important to consumers today. The store 

manager at Coop Konsum suggested that there still is a difference in price between 

conventional food and sustainable food. However, the difference depends on what type 

of product consumers look at. Meat products have a bigger price difference between 

sustainable and conventional, than fruits and vegetables, where the price difference 

between sustainable and conventional food often is very small. The store managers 

were also asked how important they believed price is for consumers whom already are 

purchasing a lot of sustainable food products. The store manager at Ekolivs suggested 

that: 

The economical factor affects the consumer to not consume 

ecological food. Often though, the ones that buy ecological food does 

not have that much money. - (Store manager of Ekolivs). 
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This shows that, the store managers of Ekolivs and ICA Malmborgs believed price to 

have an impact on consumers purchasing decisions. That is in line with Hughner et al’s 

(2007) and Pearson et al’s (2011) findings, which identify price to be a barrier for many 

consumers in their decision of purchasing sustainable food.  From the empirical 

findings, changes have been found that make price less relevant today than before. A 

majority of the store managers believed price to be less meaningful for those consumers 

already consuming sustainable food products. However, the price of sustainable food 

is not only a matter for consumers, but for the farmers as well. According to all the 

store managers, production of sustainable food products is very expensive. The store 

manager at Ekolivs highlighted that the production of ecological food is very 

expensive, which creates problems for many farmers today. Therefore, price seem to 

be a highly relevant barrier in sustainable food consumption today.  

 

All store managers also thought habits to contribute to why consumer tend to not 

consume sustainable food. The store managers of ICA Malmborgs and Tant Gurka 

believed habits are a negative driver towards sustainable food consumption, which in 

turn make it hard for consumers to give up their pattern of conventional food 

consumption. The store manager of Tankt Gurka described one scenario of habits like 

this: 

It can be hard to find the ecological products in a conventional store. 

Then it is often easier to take conventional food when you are in a 

hurry to get home and make dinner…- (Store manager of Tant Gurka) 

She pointed out how routine, lack of time, and difficulty to find the ecological products 

all contributes to why consumers do not consume sustainable food products. The store 

manager of ICA Malmborgs found habits to be both a negative and positive driver for 

sustainable food consumption. Consumers easily get stuck in a pattern of habits, which 

is very hard to break. When habits involve conventional food consumption, the store 

manager of ICA Malmborgs suggested habits to be a negative driver of sustainable 

consumption. However, he also saw that habits could be a positive drive when they 

regarded the sustainable food products. The store manager of ICA Malmborgs had an 

example of this, where he found consumers to make a habit of sticking to certain 

brands, like Kung Markatta, which is an ecological brand. Consumers are also seen to 
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make a habit to consume all dairy products ecological. That way, habits can be seen as 

a positive driver of sustainable food consumption. On the other hand, the store 

managers of ICA Malmborgs and Tant Gurka considered habits to be barriers toward 

sustainable food consumption. They believed barriers make the process of switching to 

sustainable food products slower. They mean that habits delay the switching process. 

This seems to be in line with previous findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggested 

that satisfaction with the current food source contributes to consumers not to consider 

sustainable food consumption. The store manager of Tant Gurka described habits of 

conventional food to be affected by difficulties to find the sustainable food products. 

This is in line with the findings of Bray et al. (2011), who found that some consumers 

need the sustainable food to be put right in front of them to make them see it, otherwise 

they will forget it exist. This means that the food markets should help the consumers 

realize the existence of the sustainable food products. Therefore, the food markets 

might have to focus more on marketing sustainable food products. 

 

The store managers were also asked what barriers they thought consumers faced in 

sustainable food consumption. All store managers believed scepticism to be a barrier 

in consumers attempt to consume sustainable food products. The store managers all 

believed that consumers that already are sceptical towards sustainable food, only need 

small reasons to convince them not to do so.  The store manager of Ekolivs stated that: 

Even though people’s awareness is increasing, there are still those 

who are anti the sustainable food products, and therefore do not want 

to see the positive aspects of them. – (Store manager of Ekolivs) 

This further describes how it is hard to influence people who do not believe in 

sustainable food products.  Still, many of the store managers emphasised that the 

growth of sustainable food products can be linked to the fact that consumers are less 

sceptical about these products. This suggests that, the perception of scepticism that the 

store managers have, is in line with previous findings.  Bray et al. (2011), suggest 

consumers to express cynicism towards the sustainability claims made by food 

markets. In turn the store manager at ICA Malmborgs believed consumers are more 

sceptical towards sustainable food than locally produced food.  
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4.1.3 Depending drivers of sustainable food consumption 

From the empirical findings, it was also found that two drivers have double effect on 

sustainable food consumption. All store managers thought quality of the sustainable 

food products to be a very important topic. When they were asked, what they believed 

influenced consumers in a positive way towards sustainable food consumption, ICA 

Malmborgs, Coop Konsum and Tant Gurka brought up many positive aspects. Among 

them were the health aspect, since sustainable food products contains no fertilizers and 

other sprays. Another aspect was taste, were many store managers believed consumers 

feel they get a better product. A following question was, what they believed influenced 

consumers in a negative way towards sustainable food products. The store managers 

of ICA Malmborgs, Tant Gurka and Ekolivs all thought the lack of fertilizers to be a 

reason for why consumers might not want to consume sustainable food products. Since 

the lack of fertilizers makes sustainable food products less durable than the 

conventional food products, they suggested that consumers might find these of less 

quality than conventional food.  

 

Another negative aspect of lacking quality of sustainable food products was brought 

up by the store manager of ICA Malmborgs. He suggested that some sustainable food 

products do not have the same looks as the conventional food products, and are thus 

not what the consumer expects. Instead, sustainable food might be seen to have defects 

that conventional food does not have. In turn, this sometimes contributes to consumers 

rather consuming conventional food products instead. This suggests that the store 

managers seem to believe quality to be a mostly negative driver towards sustainable 

food consumption. That seems to be in line with previous findings of Pearson et al. 

(2011), who found that sometimes sustainable food suffers from being blemish or 

imperfect because they lack chemicals. It also seems to be in line with Bray et al’s 

(2011) findings, of how imperfections make consumers picky, and instead find 

sustainable food of poor quality. However, the store managers of Tant Gurka and ICA 

Malmborgs believed consumers find sustainable food tastier. That is in line with 

previous findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggests that many consumers find 

sustainable food to be tastier than conventional food.  
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The store managers were also asked how they believed the consumption of sustainable 

food products had changed during the last ten years. All the store managers claimed 

that the consumption of sustainable food products has grown in many different ways. 

The store managers of ICA Malmborgs, Tant Gurka and Ekolivs all believed that the 

increased consumption has to do with a new and a higher degree of influencers, which 

affect consumer behaviour. These influencers were suggested to be television, social 

media and news stories among others. The store managers also believed that the greater 

availability of information combined with influencers affect much of the change in 

today’s sustainable food consumption. An example from the store manager at ICA 

Malmborgs is cited below:  

 The change that is happening right now is driven by the younger 

generation, whom we believe is influenced by many media 

inspirations. Very much media inspirations! – (Store manager of ICA 

Malmborgs) 

Apart from the internet and social media, the store manager of ICA Malmborgs also 

suggested that many consumer find TV-shows of famous chefs influential. Often, many 

of these chefs cooks healthy food with sustainable food products. He said that, after an 

episode of a TV-chef cooking with sustainable food, many consumers came in to the 

food market asking for the same products that were used on that show. The fact that 

there seem to be younger consumers that engage in sustainable food products, were 

suggested by all the store managers. That suggests that most of the store managers seem 

to believe influencers to have great power over consumers and their purchase decisions. 

From previous research, the only close related findings were by Bray et al. (2011), who 

suggested consumers can be affected by different news stories, both in a positive and 

negative way. However, today influencers seem to be a greater and more important 

driver influencing consumers to consume sustainable food. Today’s influencers also 

seem to come from more sources than only news stories. Social media channels, such 

as Facebook and Instagram, television shows and internet seem to have very much 

impact, both negative and positive, on consumers and their purchasing decisions today.  
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4.2 Empirical Findings and Analysis of Consumers 
In the following analysis, the findings from our study will be presented from the 

perspective of the consumers. The drivers will be presented as we see fit within three 

different categories: positive drivers-, negative drivers- and depending drivers of 

sustainable food consumption. Further interesting quotes from the interviews with the 

consumers can be found in appendix 5 - Empirical findings of consumers.  

4.2.1 Positive drivers of sustainable food consumption 

The consumers were asked what drives them to consume sustainable food products. 

All six consumers found themselves to be driven towards sustainable food consumption 

because of concerns for their health. With their knowledge about sustainable food 

products, the consumers were very aware of what conventional food products do to 

their bodies. Peter and Olivia claimed that they feel better when consuming sustainable 

food products, and Oliva also felt she became more alert. Christina found herself to 

consume sustainable food products because of her wellbeing. This seems to correspond 

with the argument of Padel and Foster (2005), who suggested consumers tend to be 

drawn towards sustainable food products because of personal wellbeing and health. 

Ellen and Isabella also argued for the sake of their children and that they want to 

provide healthy, clean food for them. Another interesting argument for why health 

contributes to sustainable food consumption is that all consumers, except Peter, seemed 

to care for their own health just as much as for the environment. Peter on the other 

hand, had only the environment and local economy in mind. That relates to the social-

altruistic value stated by de Groot and Steg (2008) and Jansson et al. (2010), who 

suggests that people who care for the environment and other people just as much as 

themselves, are social-altruistic. An example of this is a statement by Isabella: 

I care for the environment just as much as my own health. If I eat a 

lot of chemicals, it does only end up in the environment anyway. 

Environment and health sticks together. – (Isabella, 25) 

However, the attitudinal factor egoistic value, seemed to be less relevant. None of the 

consumers felt that they purchased sustainable food products only for their own health, 

which can be seen as a change in consumer behaviour. The fact that health seems to 

drive consumers toward sustainable food consumption also correspond with Padel and 
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Foster (2005), who suggested that consumers are drawn towards sustainable food 

products because of consideration of their wellbeing and health.  However, instead of 

consumers only being concerned for their own wellbeing, they are concerned for both 

their health and for the environment.  

 

All of the consumers also considered concern for the environment in their decision to 

consume sustainable food products. Isabella, Peter and Olivia spoke about 

transportation as one factor that drive them to consume sustainable food products. 

Therefore, they preferred locally produced food. They believed the transportation to be 

a big contributor to the climate change, and therefore Olivia pointed out that: 

I think that it is not enough today to only be ecological, people have 

higher demands than that. It has to be Fair Trade at the same time as 

it is ecological and locally produced. That way, we can be sure that 

the goods have not been transported to far. If something is ecological, 

but is transported all the way from Japan, then it is badly the same. – 

(Olivia, 22) 

That suggests that the environmental concerns have great impact on consumers’ choice 

to consume sustainable food products. The environmental concerns were also 

mentioned as a positive driver in relation to the poisonous gases that comes through 

production of conventional food and how that destroys our soils and planet. Cristina 

said that she thinks about the survival of our earth as a driver to consume sustainable 

food products. She feels that behaviours of consumers today are unsustainable, and 

therefore we all need to be more concerned for the environment. Also, the fact that 

production of conventional food uses high amounts of chemicals that destroyed the 

soils and environment, were a great driver for why both Isabella, Christina and Olivia 

have changed to sustainable food consumption. 

It seems to be that all consumers’ feel in one way or another, that the environment is 

an important part of their purchase decisions. This seem to correspond with the findings 

of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggested that consumers are considerate of the 

chemicals and pesticides that are used in conventional food that are harmful for the 

environment. Therefore, they meant, consumers engage in sustainable food 

consumption. That is also the case for the consumers that were interviewed. However, 
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there are other characteristics within sustainable consumption. When Peter argued for 

why he consumes sustainable food, he claimed it to be because of environmental 

concerns more than his health. That relates to the biospheric value, which, according 

to de Groot and Steg (2008) and Jansson et al. (2010), means that the consumer base 

their purchase decision in favour for the environment only. 

 

When the consumers were asked how they believed consumer behaviour has changed 

during the last ten years, all believed that consumers have more knowledge about the 

meaning of sustainable food consumption today than ten years ago. Because of the 

growing availability of information both from media channels, television and articles 

in papers, more people have the opportunity to learn and understand the concept of 

sustainable food consumption. Ellen confirmed that she consumes sustainable food 

because she knows how the growers of conventional food breath in poisonous gas when 

cultivating the food. That reason was mentioned by not only Ellen, but also Isabella 

and Christina. Ellen also believe that there has been a change in peoples’ knowledge, 

which she stated as followed: 

I like many pages on Facebook that share information about 

sustainable food consumption. – (Ellen, 27)  

The consumers were also asked what, they thought made consumers not consume 

sustainable food products. A common answer was lack of knowledge. Olivia spoke 

about the awareness of consumers, which she believed has a big impact on consumers 

purchase behaviour. She claimed that many people today know what ecological food 

is, but that we need to be better at communicating the difference between ecological 

food and conventional food. Isabella, Ellen and Christina brought up the internet as a 

good source to find information, and therefore believed that more people become aware 

due to that. Knowledge is therefore, in this study, suggested to be a driver towards 

sustainable food consumption for those who really know the facts. In contratry, lack of 

information creates a distance from sustainable food consumption. Peter claimed his 

level of knowledge is good, but not great, which makes him hesitate during his 

decisions between sustainable food products and conventional ones. This seems to be 

in line with the findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who claimed that lack of information 
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influence consumers negative. However, all the consumers agreed that knowledge is 

an important driver for consuming sustainable food products.  

 

The consumers were also asked what they thought were most important when they 

consumed sustainable food products, among ecological, organic and locally produced 

food. Most of the consumers found both ecological and locally produced food products 

to be important. Ellen and Isabella found it was important that their food is locally 

produced. Therefore, they both are engaged in a local farm, who produce everything 

from meat to, fruit and vegetables, from where they get some of their groceries and 

meat every month. Locally produced food is also a positive driver when it comes to the 

consumption of meat among the consumers. Except for Christina, who was a 

vegetarian, all consumers felt locally produced food are important because of shorter 

transportation distances. Peter and Olivia also believed Swedish meat to contain less 

antibiotics, which is why they only consume Swedish meat, but also because they 

believe the animal welfare to be better in Sweden compared to other countries. 

The reason for why we consume Swedish meat is because the animals 

are treated better here. The laws are better in general in Sweden that 

is why Swedish meat is better than Danish meat. There is also much 

more antibiotics in meat from other countries. I know there are 

antibiotics in Swedish meat as well, but not as much.  – (Olivia, 22) 

A majority of the consumers found it important for the food to be locally produced, 

much due to their personal health and animal welfare. The environmental concerns of 

shorter transportation distances were also considered by all the consumers, where 

Swedish locally produced food was in favour. Peter also found locally produced food 

important because of the support for the local economy. That seems to be in line with 

the argument of Hughner et al. (2007), who claimed that consumers feel they want to 

consume sustainable products to support the local economy and the smaller farms. 

However, the consumers today also seemed to care about locally produced food 

because of the quantity of antibiotics that are used in meat production in other 

countries. 
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4.2.2 Negative drivers of sustainable food consumption 

It was clear that many of the consumers believed price to be a factor that affects 

sustainable food consumption in a negative way. The consumers were asked what they 

believe, make consumers not consume sustainable food products. All the consumers 

believed that price has an effect. Olivia believed that some consumers find 

conventional food to be cheaper, and therefore consumers do not look at what are inside 

the products, but only at the price and then take whatever is the cheapest and go away. 

When the consumers were asked if price ever affected them in their purchase decision, 

almost all of them, except for Emil and Peter, found price to be irrelevant. Why price 

would be irrelevant for Isabella, Ellen, Christina and Olivia, was because they wanted 

quality food, which makes price less meaningful. However, both Isabella and Ellen 

suggested that price might be a reason for many consumers not to consume sustainable 

food products, but that it is all about prioritising. 

I think many people do not consume ecological products because of 

the price. However, I do not make much money, but choose to 

prioritise the sustainable products because it is in my interest and I 

also think about my health. – (Ellen, 27) 

This suggests that the consumers interviewed are more willing to pay the premium 

price for sustainable food products today, then they were before. Hughner et al. (2007) 

claimed there was a stereotypical middle aged woman with good economy who were 

willing to pay for higher price that came with sustainable food products. Isabella, Ellen, 

Emil and Olivia, all admitted that they have or had a small amount of money to live on 

each month, but still manage to consume sustainable food products. That might indicate 

that there has been a significant change in consumption of sustainable food products. 

However, all consumers seemed to agree that price still is a reason for many consumers 

not to consume sustainable food products. This is in line with both Hughner et al. 

(2007) and Pearson et al. (2011), who suggested that higher prices in general were, and 

still are, a barrier for consumers to consume sustainable food products. This means that 

there might still be too much of a price difference between sustainable food and 

conventional food for some consumers to consume sustainable food products.  
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The consumers were also asked why they believed some consumers have a hard time 

to change from conventional food products to sustainable food products. Isabella, 

Ellen, Peter, Christina and Emil all believed habits to be a reason for why some 

consumers have trouble engage in sustainable food consumption. They applied that it 

is a habit for most people to consume the same products as they always have. The 

consumers also believed that this type of consumption habits is difficult to break. When 

the participants were asked if they thought price had anything to do with why 

consumers choose not to consume sustainable food products, Christina and Peter both 

claimed price to be a habit.  

It is clear that price is an influencing factor. Price could be seen as a 

habit, some kind of laziness within some areas… - (Peter 59) 

That suggests that habits are a negative driver for many consumers, to why they do not 

consume sustainable food products. People become comfortable in their living, and 

therefore they get stuck in comfortable patterns that makes everything easy. That seem 

to be in line with Thøgersen and Ölander (2006), who suggested that habits help to 

cope with the everyday life with effectiveness, which might be a reason why habits are 

so hard to change.  

 

Ellen, Peter and Emil thought another reason for why consumers choose not to consume 

sustainable food products is because people are sceptical towards sustainable food 

products. They believed that many consumers who choose not to consume sustainable 

food products, do not believe there is any difference between sustainable food products 

and conventional food products. During the interview with Emil, he said:  

I think that many people do not believe in the idea of sustainable 

consumption. They read articles that says KRAV-potatoes are 

poisonous and herbal tea is extremely dangerous, and believe in it. – 

(Emil, 31) 

That suggest that scepticism might be a driver against sustainable consumption. 

Scepticism is also confirmed as a negative driver of sustainable consumption by Peter, 

who claimed himself to be sceptical towards some products due to his lack of 

information about them. From previous research, this phenomenon has been addressed 
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to as cynicism, which has been replaced with the new term scepticism from the 

empirical findings. In the theory chapter, Bray et al. (2011) referred to cynicism as a 

hesitation against ethical consumption. This seem to be in line with the empirical 

findings and the fact that scepticism still is an obstacle against sustainable food 

consumption. Although, both Isabella and Christina, who were very dedicated 

sustainable consumers, found themselves to be sceptical sometimes. That was not due 

to lack of knowledge, but because of greater knowledge, which sometimes make them 

sceptical towards sustainable food and possible cheating. Therefore, they feel the need 

to really know all about their sustainable products before they even consider to buy 

them.  

 

4.2.3 Depending drivers of sustainable food consumption 

From the empirical findings, it was also found that two drivers had double effect on 

sustainable food consumption. The consumers were asked what they thought drives 

other consumers towards sustainable consumption. Isabella suggested quality to be a 

reason for why consumers in general choose to consume sustainable food products 

rather than conventional. Both Isabella and Olivia claimed sustainable food to be the 

new luxury products. Instead of people buying expensive cars and houses, and nice 

clothes, people have begun to care more for healthy food as a lifestyle. Olivia also 

suggested that sustainable food products are more elegant and fresher, which is another 

reason for why she believes consumers choose to consume sustainable food products.  

The consumers were also asked if they believed that sustainable food tasted better and 

if that could be a reason for why both themselves and others consume sustainable food 

products.  Ellen, Peter and Emil, all suggested that they think sustainable food taste 

better than conventional, but that it might be an illusion because they really want it to 

taste better. That seem to agree with the findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who claimed 

consumers find sustainable food to taste better because of higher quality than 

conventional food. 

I imagine that the sustainable food products taste better than the 

conventional ones, but that might not be the case. It is more of a 

feeling because I put more effort into it, and therefore I want the 

sustainable food to be so much more than just ecological. – (Peter, 

59) 
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This might indicate that quality is a driver that consumers tell themselves are true, to 

find another reason to consume sustainable food products. Emil said that it is not a 

definite fact that sustainable food taste better, but that he wishes to believe so. He also 

claimed that the sustainable food products sometimes do not live up to the standards 

some consumers expect. In turn, he suggested that it is a quality perception, which can 

make consumers less considerable of sustainable food products. That seems to be in 

line with what Hughner et al. (2007) claimed, how consumers find cosmetic defects in 

sustainable food because they are free from artificial chemicals. That is therefore 

considered a reason for why consumers do not consume sustainable food products. 

However, the consumers seemed to find more quality in sustainable food than 

conventional food, which is a significant change from previous findings. Also, quality 

affect consumers both positive and negative, which depend on the situation.  

 

The consumers were also asked if there are something that affects them in their 

consumption of sustainable food products. Isabella, Ellen and Christina found the 

internet and social media channels to influence their purchase behaviour. Internet is 

seen as a huge source of information, since there is an easy access to videos and other 

types of information about sustainable food products. Internet also provide information 

of what conventional food does to our health and environment, which in turn affects 

the consumers positively towards sustainable food products.  

Media affects me a lot, it really does. It has made me read on about 

many things. – (Ellen, 27) 

This suggests that media channels and internet have a significant effect on consumers 

and their decision to consume sustainable food products. While Isabella, Ellen and 

Christina mentioned the internet as a huge contributing factor, Peter, Ellen and Olivia 

found friends and colleagues to influence their purchase decisions more. Ellen claimed 

that those of her friends with similar interest, effect and inspire her positively towards 

sustainable consumption. However, Ellen is a consumer with great knowledge of 

sustainable consumption. Peter on the other hand, felt his knowledge to be average, 

therefore he also argued for the negative effects of influencers from article and news. 

Sometimes, newspapers bring forward negative aspects of sustainable consumption, 

which Peter claimed make him hesitate whether the news are true or not since he does 
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not know. This seems to be in line with the findings of Bray et al. (2011), who 

suggested that news stories affect consumers both positive and negative. All 

consumers, in some point during the interviews, stated that such negative influencers 

could be a reason for why many consumers seem not to consume sustainable food. 

Influencers were not something that were found much in previous research, and is 

therefore a new driver of sustainable food consumption.  

 

4.3 A Comparing Analysis of Consumer and Store Manager 
Perspectives. 
From having analysed the findings of the store managers and the consumers, both 

similarities and changes were seen. The findings will be compared and analysed from 

the perspective of positive drivers-, negative drivers- and depending drivers of 

sustainable food consumption. For this study, sustainable food consumption involves 

ecological-, organic-, locally produced food products and animal welfare.   

4.3.1 Positive Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 

From the empirical findings, health, environmental concerns, knowledge and locally 

produced food were found as positive drivers toward sustainable food consumption. 

When comparing the results of the consumers and store managers, health was found as 

one of the most important positive driver towards sustainable consumption. A majority 

of the consumers believed health to be a very important reason for choosing sustainable 

food instead of conventional food. This was due to the many fertilizers and chemicals 

that are in conventional food products, which the consumers did not want to consume. 

The store managers and consumers all had very similar responses regarding health and 

its meaning for sustainable consumption. They believed health to be a main driver for 

why consumers consume sustainable food products. This is in line with the findings of 

both Hughner et al. (2007) and Padel and Foster (2005), who suggested that consumers 

are drawn towards sustainable food products because of consideration of their 

wellbeing and health. However, beyond the previous findings, some of the consumers 

also considered children’s health to be a positive driver towards sustainable food 

consumption, which were also suggested by some of the store managers who 

mentioned that all baby food today is ecological. This means that health may be a main 
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driver for consuming sustainable food products, which in turn affects the food markets 

to adjust to the change in consumer behaviour.  

 

Apart from health, the environment also is a huge driver for why the consumers 

consume sustainable food products. From previous findings, Hughner et al. (2007) 

suggested that consumers tend to consider sustainable food products due to 

consideration of the chemicals and pesticides that are used in conventional food, which 

are harmful for the environment. This is in line with the consumers’ thoughts of why 

they consider the environment to be important in their purchasing decision. All 

consumers found the environment to be important. Some of the consumers found the 

chemicals and pesticides to be a main reason for why they choose sustainable food 

instead of conventional, but also with consideration of those who work among these 

chemicals and pesticides. Other consumers found the fact that long transport distances 

are bad for the environment and therefore they feel it is important to consider. The store 

managers also suggested the environment to be a huge positive driver towards 

sustainable food consumption. They believed the consumers to find the chemicals and 

pesticides that are in conventional food to be a factor to why they choose sustainable 

food products instead.  

   

When comparing the results of the consumers and store managers, it was also found 

that they agreed on knowledge to affect consumers to consume sustainable food 

products. The consumers found their own knowledge about the chemicals and 

pesticides that are found in conventional food, and the impact it has on the environment 

and health to be a reason for why they consume sustainable food products. The store 

managers also suggested that the knowledge among consumers has grown, which in 

turn affects them to choose sustainable food products that are free from chemicals and 

pesticides. This is a reverse angle from previous findings, which suggest that lack of 

information makes consumers not consume sustainable food products. That is because 

of their unawareness of what sustainable food products are. However, there were one 

difference between the consumers and the store managers. The consumers seemed to 

believe lack of knowledge to still affect other consumers to not consume sustainable 

food products, because it made them sceptical.  
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The last positive driver that seems to drive consumers towards sustainable food 

consumption, is locally produced food. From previous findings, locally produced food 

seemed to attract consumers because it supports the local economy. Although, this 

argument was only mentioned by few consumers, who claimed they wanted to consume 

locally produced food to support the local economy and small farmers. The store 

manager on the other hand, still felt they wanted to sell locally produced food to their 

consumers because of support for the local economy, which is in line with previous 

findings. There was also a new angle found to why consumers wanted locally produced 

food. When comparing the findings of the consumers and store managers, it was clear 

that the matter of long distance transportations was a great reason for choosing locally 

produced food. A majority of the consumers felt they wanted to minimize the effect on 

the environment by consuming locally produced food, and the store managers’ 

arguments agrees with that. In the subject of locally produced food, the store managers 

also brought up the fact that their consumers seem to want locally produced meat 

products, because they then know how the animals are treated. One of the store 

managers argued that the consumers may drive by those local farms on their way to 

work and find the animals to have good lives. All of the consumers mentioned this 

exact argument, but in concern for animal welfare. Some consumers felt they wanted 

to know how the animals were treated before consuming them, while others only 

concern were that the meat was from Sweden. However, none of the consumers wanted 

to consume meat that was not produced in Sweden, partly because of the way the 

animals are treated in other countries, and partly because of the quantity of antibiotics 

that often are in foreign meat products.  

4.3.2 Negative Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 

From the empirical findings, price, habits and scepticism of sustainable food were 

found as negative drivers toward sustainable food consumption. When comparing the 

results of the consumers and store managers, both parts agreed on price to be one of 

the biggest negative driver towards sustainable consumption. Sustainable food has been 

certified to be more expensive than conventional food. From previous research, it has 

been found that price is a barrier for consumers to consume sustainable food products. 

All consumers and store managers seemed to believe that price still is a big barrier for 

consumers who did not already consume sustainable food products. Some of the 
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consumers suggested that some consumers found sustainable food products to be too 

expensive, or they imagined them to be, and therefore they would not even look at the 

sustainable products. Instead, they would go straight to the conventional food and 

consume that instead. The same was suggested by all store managers. However, there 

also seems to be a change from previous findings. Some of the consumers found that 

price do not matter. Instead, it was all about how to prioritise in their purchase 

decisions. The store managers also suggested that price is less relevant today, at least 

in consumption of particular products such as fruit and vegetables where the price 

difference is not as big anymore.  

 

Apart from price, habits were also seen as a negative driver towards sustainable food 

consumption. Both the consumers and store managers argued that habits may be a 

reason for why some consumers do not consume sustainable food products. Previous 

findings suggest that people become comfortable in their living, and therefore get stuck 

in comfortable patterns. Both the consumers and store managers suggested habits to 

still be a reason holding consumers back in their decision to consume sustainable food 

products. Some of the consumers suggested that lack of knowledge about sustainable 

food products made consumers stuck in a pattern of conventional food products. Also, 

the store managers suggested that those consumers who are stuck in habitual 

consumption of conventional food are happy with it and therefore do not want to 

change to sustainable food consumption.  

 

When comparing the findings of the consumers and store managers, it was also found 

that they agreed on scepticism to be a negative driver towards sustainable food 

consumption. From previous findings, it was found that some consumers were sceptical 

towards sustainable food products because of the certification and labelling systems. 

All of the consumers agreed with these findings and suggested that consumers’ 

scepticism probably still affects the sustainable food consumption in a negative way. 

They argued it to be because of lack of knowledge of sustainable food, but also because 

some food products might have different looks than conventional food products. The 

store managers suggested that their consumers still are effected by scepticism towards 

sustainable food, mainly because of lack of information about the labels that are on the 

sustainable food products.  
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4.3.3 Depending Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 

From the empirical findings, it was also found that two drivers had double effect on 

sustainable food consumption, which are influencers and quality. Influencers is a driver 

which both has a negative and positive affect on sustainable food consumption. When 

comparing the findings of the consumers and store managers, it was found that both 

parts believed influencers to have a big effect on consumers. All consumers found 

themselves being influenced by different influencers all the time, either from 

newspapers, social media, friends or TV-shows. A majority of the consumers felt they 

only could be influenced positively since they did not believe in the negative 

influencers. However, some of the consumers found themselves to be affected by 

negative influencers, simply because they lacked knowledge about the subject and 

therefore do not know if the stories are true or false. The store managers however, 

found many of their consumers to be influenced by mostly TV-shows and social media. 

They claimed many consumers to request particular sustainable food products from 

different food shows aired on television. From previous findings, it was suggested that 

many consumers were influenced by news stories. However, the way they were 

influenced depended on the type of news, if they were negative or positive. Because 

some consumers lack of knowledge, all the consumers and store managers claimed it 

is easier for those consumers to fall into the negative view of sustainable food products. 

Although, a majority of the consumers also suggested that those consumers, including 

themselves, who have great knowledge within the subject of sustainable food 

consumption, almost never fall for the negative influencers. Also, the positive 

influencers, influenced consumers positively towards sustainable consumption 

according to both the consumers and store managers. That suggest that influencers can 

both affect people positive and negative toward sustainable food consumption.  

 

When comparing the findings of the consumers and store managers, it was also found 

that quality is a depending driver for sustainable food consumption. Some of the store 

managers suggested that quality is a reason for why some consumers find sustainable 

food products unappealing. That is due to lack of durability and defects, since they lack 

chemicals and fertilizers that makes conventional food durable longer. This is in line 

with previous findings of Hughner et al. (2007), who suggested defects to be a reason 

for why some consumers choose not to consume sustainable food. However, a majority 
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of the consumers found quality to be greater for sustainable food products, simply for 

that reason that they lack chemicals and fertilizers. The consumers also found that 

sustainable food taste better, which they meant showed better quality. The same 

argument was also brought up by some of the store managers as well. This suggests 

that quality is a driver which both affects consumer positive and negative towards 

sustainable consumption, depending on their preferences in food.  

 

In conclusion, the consumers and store managers have agreed on most of what seems 

to drive consumers towards sustainable consumption. The table below summarizes the 

drivers of sustainable food consumption and how they affect consumers.  

 
Table 4. Categorization of drivers of sustainable food consumption 

Positive Drivers Negative Drivers Depending Drivers 

Health Price Influencers 

Environmental concerns Habits Quality 

Knowledge Scepticism --- 

Locally produced food --- --- 

(Based on the empirical findings of consumers and store managers) 
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5. Discussion  

In this chapter, the empirical findings of the store managers and consumers will be 

discussed. From the empirical findings, it is seen that there are many drivers affecting 

consumers in their decision to consume sustainable food products. When comparing 

the results of the consumers and store managers, both positive-, negative-, and 

depending drivers were found. These will be discussed separately below, followed by 

a short discussion of the strengths and limitations of the study. 

 

5.1 Positive Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 
From the comparison of the results of the consumers and store managers, four positive 

drivers were found to affect sustainable food consumption. The consumers and store 

managers all believed health and environmental concerns to be great positive drivers 

towards sustainable food consumption. They suggested that consumption of 

sustainable food products was with consideration of health and a growing concern for 

the natural environment. This suggest that health and environmental concerns are very 

important positive drivers for sustainable food consumption.  From the empirical 

finding, two other positive drivers of sustainable food consumption have been found. 

These are knowledge of sustainable food and locally produced food. Previous studies 

have acknowledged lack of knowledge to be a reason for why some consumers do not 

consume sustainable food products, which is the opposed of what the consumers and 

store managers believed. Instead, the consumers and store managers argued for an 

increased knowledge about sustainable food and its meaning. Also, the consumers and 

store managers found locally produced food to be important, which is closely related 

to the driver support of the local economy, found by Hughner et al. (2007). This 

suggests that consumers today might be more aware of their environment, but also that 

the consumer awareness has grown. That is important for the result, as it shows that 

there have been changes in consumer behaviour and sustainable food consumption 

from, previous findings. 

 

5.2 Negative Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 
From the comparison of the results of the consumers and store managers, three negative 

drivers were found to affect sustainable food consumption. The comparison between 
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the consumers and store managers showed that they all found price to be a negative 

driver of sustainable food consumption. The fact that both parts agreed that price affect 

some consumers not to consume sustainable food products, shows that price still seem 

to be an obstacle towards sustainable food consumption. Although it is important to 

recognize that some of the consumers found price to be irrelevant, due to their strong 

engagement in sustainable food consumption. That further suggests that price might be 

less relevant for consumers already dedicated to sustainable food consumption. The 

results also showed that the consumers and store managers agreed habits to be a reason 

for why some consumers do not consider to consume sustainable food products. They 

all believed that some consumers get stuck in consumption patterns, either because of 

laziness, lack of knowledge of sustainable food consumption or lack of time that makes 

those consumers consume the same products that they always do. In turn, those 

consumers do not consider to change towards sustainable food consumption. This 

suggests that habits seem to be a developed, relevant negative driver towards 

sustainable food consumption. Another result found was that the consumers and store 

managers agreed on scepticism to be a negative driver for sustainable food 

consumption. They suggested that some consumers lack knowledge about sustainable 

food products and therefore, those consumers became sceptical towards sustainable 

food. These three drivers are similar to previous findings, which makes them reliable 

and relevant results.  

 

5.3 Depending Drivers of Sustainable Food Consumption 
From the comparison of the results of the consumers and store managers, two drivers 

were found to affect consumers both positive and negative in their purchase decision 

of sustainable food. The results showed that both the consumers and store managers 

believed influencers to have great power over consumers. The consumers found 

themselves to be influenced positively by many different influencers, such as social 

media, television and newspapers. The store managers also found consumers to be 

influenced by TV-chefs using sustainable food in their cooking. This suggests that there 

has been an increase in the number of influencers that influence consumers positively 

towards sustainable food consumption, in relation to previous findings. From the result, 

both the consumers and store managers agreed on that influencers also could affect 

consumers negatively, by providing negative information about sustainable food. They 
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argued that, due to lack of knowledge of sustainable food and its meaning, some 

consumers can more easily be affected negatively towards sustainable food 

consumption. This suggests that influencers have great power over consumers and 

could influence them both in a positive and negative way. The result also showed that 

quality was a driver that could affect consumers both negative and positive towards 

sustainable consumption. From the comparison of the consumers and store managers, 

it was found that quality was referred to in different aspects. The consumers mostly 

spoke about the fact that sustainable food taste better than conventional food, which 

they claimed make sustainable food of higher quality. Meanwhile, the store managers 

spoke about the fact that sustainable food had less durability, due to the fact that they 

lack chemicals and pesticides, which make sustainable food of less quality. This 

suggests that quality is believed to be a depending driver, dependent on the consumer 

preferences. Much like the arguments of Hughner et al. (2007) and Pearson et al. 

(2011), consumers can either base their preferences on taste or find sustainable food to 

be blemish, and therefor of poor quality.  

5.4 Strengths and Limitations of the Study 
The result of this study shows that there is a high degree of similarity between the 

findings of the consumers and store managers, regarding sustainable food 

consumption. This straightens the study since the thoughts of consumers correlate with 

the believes of the store managers. The store managers also have a broader view of 

many consumers, which gives a more general view of consumers and updated 

knowledge of the sustainable food products. Furthermore, the correlation of the 

empirical findings between the consumers and store managers shows that we measured 

what we intended to measure.  The limitations of the study were that the negative 

drivers that affect consumers in their decision making, regarding sustainable food, have 

been more difficult to analyse because of the demarcations to only interview consumers 

that consumed sustainable food on a weekly basis. Another limitation can be found 

concerning the number of people interviewed, where six consumers and four store 

managers are not enough to find conclusive data on all drivers behind sustainable food 

consumption. On the other hand, the purpose of this study is to explore changes in 

sustainable food consumption and the drivers behind these changes from a consumer 

perspective, which we believe the amount if interviews were able to do.  
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6. Conclusion and Future Research 
In this final chapter, the research question will be answered. Therefore, the research 

question will be revisited, followed by a conclusion of the study. Lastly, practical 

implications and suggestions for further research will be presented.  

 

6.1 Research Question Revisited  
The aim of this study was to answer the following question: how has sustainable food 

consumption changed, and what are the drivers contributing to this change? The 

research question was justified by the growing concerns for health, the environment 

and animal welfare in general. Also, a gap in research regarding how sustainable food 

consumption has changed, and the underling drivers affect this change. From the 

extensive literature review on sustainable food consumption, several drivers affecting 

sustainable consumers were found. These drivers were founded in the literature review 

and further developed in to our conceptual model, used to analyse the empirical data. 

The data was collected through 10 semi-structured interviews with six consumers and 

four store managers, using a quantitative research method. Based on the empirical 

findings from the interviews, analysis, comparison and discussion, a conclusion will be 

presented in the following section. 

 

6.2 Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and 

the drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective. From the empirical 

findings, it became clear that there had been some significant changes in consumer 

behaviour, which has led to a change in sustainable food consumption. Both the 

consumers and store managers suggested many different drivers for why consumers 

consume sustainable food products. These drivers are positive, negative and depending 

towards sustainable food consumption, which means that there are both drivers that 

leads to sustainable food consumption, and drivers against sustainable food 

consumption. The positive drivers of sustainable food consumption are knowledge, 

health, environment and locally produced food. Those often affect consumers to 

consume sustainable food. The negative drivers of sustainable food consumption are 

price, habits and scepticism. Those often effect consumers not to consume sustainable 
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food products. The depending drivers of sustainable food consumption are influencers 

and quality. The depending drivers can either lead to sustainable consumption, or 

against it, depending on the way they affect consumers. Finally, based on these 

findings, changes in sustainable food consumption have been found. Much due to the 

positive driver knowledge of sustainable food and the depending driver influencers, an 

increasing amount of information is reaching more people today.  

 

6.3 Practical Implications 
The aim of this study was to explore changes in sustainable food consumption, and the 

drivers behind these changes from a consumer perspective. Previous studies have 

focused either profiling the consumers or on the willingness of consumers to pay for 

the products. We wanted to explore if there had been any changes in sustainable food 

consumption and what drivers were behind this change, from a consumer perspective. 

To understand what drives consumers to consume, and not consume, sustainable food 

products can be a source of competitive advantage. Therefore, this study can be 

valuable for companies involved in retail- or production of sustainable food products.  

 

6.4 Suggestions for Future Research 
Sustainable food consumption is also in a field where the growing concerns for the 

environment is influencing the consumer willingness to consume sustainable food. 

Many researchers have focused on profiling the sustainable consumer or what affects 

the willingness to pay for sustainable food. Therefore, we have focused on defining 

different drivers of sustainable food consumption from a consumer perspective. From 

the findings of this study, it is seen that there are new areas that could be explored. 

Sustainable food consumption is affected by many different drivers, and influencers 

seem to be a driver that have much greater power over consumer today, than before. 

Influencers are also a driver that has been acknowledged as a relatively new driver of 

sustainable food consumption. Therefore, it could be relevant for future research to 

take a closer look at the actual impact influencers have on sustainable food 

consumption from a consumer perspective. Since the comparing analysis showed a 

shared view on how younger people are more engaged in sustainable food consumption 

today than they were before, it might also be relevant to research the impact influencers 

have on different age groups consuming sustainable food products.   
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Appendix 1 - Interview guide for store manager 

interviews. 
 

  

Vår studie handlar om att undersöka huruvida det har skett förändringar i marknaden 

för hållbara matprodukter. Med hållbara produkter menar vi ekologiska, organiska och 

närproducerade – vi kan kalla dessa för ”gröna matprodukter”.  

Ekologiska och organiska produkter är certifierade med vissa regler där bland annat 

KRAV-märkta eller EU-märkta varor är vanligt förekommande. Då är vissa tillsatser 

förbjudna att använda.  Närproducerade menar vi är de varor som är 

odlade/producerade nära den plats där varan säljs. Vi vill därför undersöka vilka 

motiverande faktorer som finns bakom konsumenters beslut att handla hållbart – dvs 

”gröna matprodukter”.  

 

För att öppna upp intervjun om ämnet hållbar konsumtion, de konsumenter som 

konsumerar ”etiska och gröna matprodukter”, vill vi snabbt förklara uppbyggnaden av 

intervjun, samt varför vi anser att ytterligare kunskap inom hållbar konsumtion 

relevant. Intervjun kommer att behandla tre olika områden:  

• Vad tror du driver hållbar konsumtion hos konsumenter 

• Frågor kring era kunder och deras efterfrågan 

• Hur skulle du beskriva förändringar inom ”gröna matprodukter” 

Vi tycker oss se en förändring av den ”gröna marknaden” och att en ny bild kan hittas 

kan hittas.  

 

Behind consumers’ choice   

• Vad tror du huvudsakligen driver kunder till att handla produkter som är bra för 

miljön, djur och vår hälsa? 

o Vad tror du påverkar konsumenterna positivt till grön matkonsumtion? 

o Vad tror du påverkar konsumenterna negativt vid grön matkonsumtion? 
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The consumer  

• Upplever ni någon förändring, exempelvis en ökning, inom den hållbara mat 

konsumtionen? 

o Om JA, hur upplever du dessa? 

• Tror ni att det skiljer sig i hur konsumenter tänker idag vid konsumtion av mat 

jämfört med för ca 10 år sedan? 

o Om det skiljer sig, hur skiljer det sig då? 

o Finns det någonting som har varit genomgående i hållbar konsumtion 

genom åren som fortfarande är det samma? 

• Hur skulle du beskriva konsumenten som konsumerar ”gröna produkter”?   

o Finns det några likheter mellan de konsumenter som konsumerar 

hållbart? 

o Finns det några skillnader? 

o Finns det någon stereotypisk konsument av hållbar konsumtion?  

o Är det en viss ålder som konsumerar hållbara matprodukter? 

o Finns det skillnad i kön för hållbara konsumenter?  

• Om det finns, vem är er huvudsakliga målgrupp av hållbara produkter? 

• Finns det en ökad/förändrad efterfrågan av gröna matprodukter 

(Ekologiska/Organiska, Närodlade) bland kunderna?  

o Om JA vilka är skillnaderna och förändringarna? 

o Vad gör ni för att möta konsumenternas efterfrågan? 

• Hur viktig tycker konsumenterna att informationen från er är om gröna 

matprodukter? 

o Hur ofta får ni frågor och önskemål om hållbara produkter? 

o Hur går tankarna när det kommer till marknadsföringen av gröna 

matprodukter? 

• Tycker du att det finns en förändring i hur kunderna ser på märkningen av 

hållbara produkter? 

o Vad kan denna förändring bero på? 

Changes within green sustainable consumption   
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• Hur har utbudet av ”gröna matprodukter” förändrats under det senaste 

decenniet? 

o På viket sätt inom respektive kategorier? 

§ Djuromsorg  

§ Närodlat  

§ Organiskt  

§ Ekologiskt  

o Var finns den största skillnaderna? 

• Hur sker förändringar i priser på ”gröna matprodukter”? 

o På vilket sätt förändras det? 

• Flera studier tyder på att många väljer att avstå från hållbara matprodukter 

eftersom det är dyrare: 

o Kvarstår denna teori? 

o Finns det andra stora hinder?   
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Appendix 2 - Interview guide for consumer 

interviews 
 

Vår studie handlar om att undersöka huruvida det har skett förändringar i marknaden 

för hållbara matprodukter. Med hållbara produkter menar vi ekologiska, organiska och 

närproducerade – vi kan kalla dessa för ”gröna matprodukter”.  

Ekologiska och organiska produkter är certifierade med vissa regler där bland annat 

KRAV-märkta eller EU-märkta varor är vanligt förekommande. Då är vissa tillsatser 

förbjudna att använda.  Närproducerade menar vi är de varor som är 

odlade/producerade nära den plats där varan säljs. Vi vill därför undersöka vilka 

motiverande faktorer som finns bakom konsumenters beslut att handla hållbart – dvs 

”gröna matprodukter”.  

 

För att öppna upp intervjun om ämnet hållbar konsumtion, de konsumenter som 

konsumerar ”etiska och gröna matprodukter”, vill vi snabbt förklara uppbyggnaden av 

intervjun, samt varför vi anser att ytterligare kunskap inom hållbar konsumtion 

relevant. Intervjun kommer att behandla tre olika områden:  

• Vad tror du driver hållbar konsumtion hos konsumenter 

• Frågor kring era kunder och deras efterfrågan 

• Hur skulle du beskriva förändringar inom ”gröna matprodukter” 

Vi tycker oss se en förändring av den ”gröna marknaden” och att en ny bild kan hittas 

kan hittas.  

 

Introductory questions about the consumer  

Namn? 

Ålder? 

• Vad driver dig till att konsumera produkter som är bra för miljö, djur och hälsa? 

• Hur ofta konsumerar du den typen av produkter?  

o Vad föredrar du när du konsumerar dessa produkter? 
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Contributing factor to green sustainable consumption 

• Vad tror du är påverkar konsumenter positivt till att konsumera 

ekologiskt/organiskt/närproducerat? 

o Miljö 

o Hälsa 

o Barn 

o Media 

o Vänner 

o Djuromsorg 

o Kvalitet 

o Smak 

• Vad tror du påverkar konsumenter negativt till att konsumera 

ekologiskt/organiskt/närproducerat? 

o Varför tror du det är svårt för vissa konsumenter att byta från 

konventionella varor till ekologiska / Organiska / Närproducerade varor?  

Ethical considerations of green sustainable consumption 

• Hur skulle du beskriva att ditt konsumentbeteende har förändrats? 

• Upplever du att konsumentbeteende har förändrats som helhet hos konsumenter? 

• Upplever du att det är fler som vill konsumera 

ekologiska/organiska/närproducerade produkter? 

• Upplever du att det finns en stereotypisk konsument som konsumerar 

ekologiskt/organiskt/närproducerat? 

o Hur ser den ut? 

Green consumption 

• Tror du att det finns en ökad efterfrågan av ekologiskt/organiskt/närproducerat? 

• Hur viktigt tycker du det är att butikerna informerar om ekologiska / organiska / 

närproducerade produkter? 

• Tycker du att butikerna är flitiga på att marknadsföra den typ av produkter? 
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• Brukar du komma med önskemål till butikerna? 

• Är det någonting du saknar när du ska handla? 

 

Changes of sustainable food consumption 

• Var tror och tycker du att förändringen är tydligast idag? 

o Ekologiskt/Organiskt 

o Närproducerat 

o Djuromsorg 

• Var tror du att framtida utvecklingen kommer att ske till störst del? 

• Vilka trender inom hållbar matkonsumtion tycker du är mest framträdande idag?  
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Appendix 3 – A conceptual framework of consumer 

behaviour 
Table 3 from the article of Stern (2010), which presents his findings regarding green 
consumer behaviour. The explanation of the framework is presented as follows: 

“This framework includes typologies of environmentally significant 

behaviors and of their causes and a growing set of empirical 

propositions about these variables” (Stern, 2010 p.421).  
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Appendix 4 - Empirical findings of store managers 
This table shows from the empirical findings and analysis from the interviews with the 

store managers. These quotes represent the most important findings from the 

interviews.  

 
Kondenserade meningsenhet Drivers of sustainable 

consumption  

ICA  

Kundens tro att de får en bättre produkt när de handlar ekologiskt 

driver handlandet. 

Quality 

Health  

Miljö ligger i stort focus och det tas in nya ekologiska och 

närproducerade produkter hela tiden. 

Environment  

Locally produced   

Hållbarheten på vissa varor håller kunderna tillbaka. Till viss del är 

det priset också, men det har gått ner ganska kraftigt. Men det har 

gått från pris till hållbarheten av de färska varorna. 

Quality  

Price  

 

Det närproducerade har ökat mycket de sista åren och även de 

ekologiska produkterna. Ofta går det närproducerade hand i hand 

med det ekologiska. 

Locally produced   

 

Stora ökningar för vissa märken ses även så som Kung Markatta. 

Vilket tros bero på att man blir bekväm med vissa märken. 

Habits  

Förändringen som sker just nu drivs av yngre personer som de tror 

påverkas av diverse media inspirationer. 

Attitudes 

Den just nu största negativa påverkaren av de ekologiska varorna 

är kvaliteten som inte är lika bra bland vissa produkter. 

Quality  

 

En annan negativ aspekt är att produkten inte ser ut som kunderna 

förväntar sig och att den kanske inte smakar exakt som man tror. 

Quality  

Experience 

De ekologiska köttvarorna kan anses ha bättre smak. Quality  

Förvirring bland vad som är och vad som inte är ekologiska varor. Knowledge  

Kunderna är väldigt medvetna om vad som är närproducerat och 

tycker det är viktigt. 

Locally produced   

 

Att handla närproducerad svensk mat är något kunderna även gör 

av vana. 

Habits  

Influenser påverkar kunder till att följa i deras spår, vilket oftast 

innefattar de ekologiska produkterna. Vilket leder till att det blir en 

livsstil mer och mer.  

Influencers  
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Coop Konsum  

De senaste åren har det märkts en stor skillnad på kundens 

medvetenhet. 

Knowledge  

Kunderna är mer medvetna om att vi måste göra någonting och att 

vi inte kan fortsätta konsumera som vi gör för vår miljö och naturs 

skull. 

Knowledge  

Environment  

Försäljningen av ekologiska produkter har ökat betydligt de senaste 

åren. Folk är mer medvetna vilket leder till skillnaden. Skillnaden 

mellan ekologiska varor och traditionella kvarstår och framför allt 

kött skiljer mycket. Medans skillnaden på frukt och grönt inte är 

särskilt stor. 

Availability  

Knowledge  

Experience  

Price 

 

De ekologiska produkterna följer med i det utökade sortimentet och 

nya ekologiska produkter kommer hela tiden. 

Availability  

 

Den yngre kundkretsen tycks vara mer medveten. Attitudes  

Knowledge  

Butiken riktar inte in sig på någon speciell målgrupp.  Barnmaten 

däremot är givetvis till barnfamiljer, men frukt och kött riktar sig 

mot samtliga målgrupper 

Attitudes  

Knowledge  

 

Men däremot är det glädjande att se att hållbara produkter lockar 

lite yngre konsumenter också, där exempelvis barnmaten är ett bra 

exempel. 

Attitudes 

Health  

Närproducerat slår bättre än en kravprodukt. Om det finns fläskfärs 

från Degeberga och KRAV-fläskfärs att välja mellan, väljer 

kunden hellre närproducerat. 

Knowledge  

Locally produced   

 

Tant Gurka  

Alla typer av människor handlar ekologiskt. Kanske inte 

tonåringar, men från att man börjar på universitetet till att man är 

åttio kanske 

Attitudes   

Närodlat är prioriterat, även när det gäller torrvaror. Det är jättekul 

att kunna ha svensk-odlade varor, även fast dom är dyrare. 

Locally produced   

Price  

En skillnad som skedd sedan butiken öppnade är att det är fler 

barnfamiljer som kommer och handlar. I början var det nästan inga 

barnfamiljer. Det är mer unga människor, med barn och liknande, 

så därmed är det också fler unga som konsumerar ekologiskt än 

vad det var från början. 

Health  

Attitudes  

 

Det är mest miljöfrågor som motiverar konsumenter att konsumera 

hållbara produkter. Man vill handla ekologiskt så att inte jordarna 

förstörs med konstgödsling och besprutning som förstör miljön. 

Environment  

Health 
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Sedan är det också hälsoskälet som driver starkt. En del överväger 

hälsoskälet eftersom de tror att det är farligt att äta besprutad mat. 

Det är mycket godare med ekologiskt, mycket godare faktiskt. Quality  

Det som påverkar konsumenten negativt till konsumtion av 

hållbara produkter, det är att det är dyrare. Det är det stora skälet 

till att folk inte köper ekologiskt. 

Price 

Det är svårare att hitta ekologisk mat om man handlar i en vanlig 

butik. Då blir det oftast enklare att ta konventionellt eftersom man 

kanske har bråttom och ska hem och laga middag. 

Availability  

Habit 

 

Det kan ju vara att en vanlig morot är godare än en ekologisk 

eftersom det är en godare sort som är sötare. Om man odlar en 

tråkig sort ekologiskt så blir den ju ändå inte godare eftersom en 

tråkig morot inte smakar så mycket. 

Quality  

Knowledge  

 

Det är många män och killar som handlar ekologiskt också. Det 

behöver inte vara tjejer som börjar handla ekologiskt. Men det kan 

också vara tillfälligt att det är just killar hos Tant Gurka. Däremot 

är kvinnor mer medvetna än män. Även kvinnor mellan 50 och 60 

handlar i rena hållbara butiker. 

Knowledge 

Attitudes  

 

Ekologiskt och organiskt är en stor trend nu och har ökat väldigt 

mycket över lag, det har det med säkerhet gjort de senaste åren. 

Influencers  

Trends  

Knowledge 

Ekolivs  

Drivkraften hos många att konsumera ekologiskt är av hälsoskäl. 

Folk tänker med på vad de stoppar i sig. Frågan om hållbarhet har 

även kommit fram mer de senaste tio åren. 

Health 

Knowledge  

Attitudes 

Hållbarhet har blivit som ett mode, man måste fördjupa sig i vad 

hållbarhet är. 

Trends 

Knowledge 

Det som driver konsumenten är ju främst hälsoskäl. En stor 

förändring ör att många kanske mer handlar ekologiskt på grund av 

en ökad miljömedvetenhet. Det är även den faktorn att det är sämre 

kvalitet på de grönsaker som kommer ifrån utarmade jordar som 

man har arbetet mycket med och tillfört saker i. Men även 

solidaritet. 

Health 

Environment  

Quality  

Locally produced   

 

Det verkar som att folks medvetenhet har ökat, genom ökad 

information och att det skrivs mer om det. Men sen finns det ju 

fortfarande de som är anti och vill se varför det inte är bra med 

ekologiska produkter och liknande. Det finns ju alltid. Men även 

den ekonomiska biten påverkar konsumenter att inte konsumera 

Knowledge  

Attitudes 

Influencers 

Price reversed 

Scepticism  
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ekologisk mat. Oftast är det så att många som köper ekologiskt inte 

har så mycket pengar. 

 

 

 
Man försöker påverka folk hela tiden, med de positiva argumenten, 

och om inte det funkar så kan man ju försöka påverka dem genom 

att påpeka hälsan eftersom de många gånger inte tror på ekologisk 

mat. Det finns ju många filmer visar på hur vi bör tänka. Även på 

Facebook finns det mycket information att hämta, bland annat via 

naturarvet och Green Peace. Där finns det ju mycket ny vetskap 

som man kanske inte visste innan. 

Influencers  

Attitudes  

Knowledge  

Environment 

Scepticism  

 

Man kan ju köpa kött som är hållbart. Man kanske känner 

grannbonden och så vet man hur djuren blir behandlade. 

Närproducerat är någonting som ökar hela tiden. 

Locally produced   

Animal welfare  

Problemet med ekologiska odlingar är att bönderna får lägga ner, 

eftersom de inte tjänar så mycket på det och därför vill de inte 

heller ha det. Det är inte klokt egentligen. 

Price 

Locally produced   

Attitudes  
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Appendix 5 - Empirical findings of consumers 
This table shows from the empirical findings and analysis from the interviews with the 

consumers. These quotes represent the most important findings from the interviews.  

 
Kondenserade meningsenheter Drivers of sustainable 

consumption 

Isabella  

Jag bryr mig mer om vad jag handlar och stoppar i mig idag. 

Mycket på grund av att mitt barn som jag vill ska äta hälsosamt. 

Health 

Jag tror att folk har börjar förstå mer av vad det innebär att 

konsumera hållbara produkter och vad som faktiskt händer med 

maten när den är besprutad.   

Health 

Knowledge 

Idag har man tillgång till internet där man kan läsa mycket fakta och 

få tag på videos, mycket lättare än man kunde innan. Då kan man 

läsa sig mer om vad den maten som är besprutad egentligen 

innehåller och hur farligt det är för miljö och hälsa. Folk är nog mer 

pålästa idag. 

Knowledge 

Environment 

Det är mycket för miljön som jag väljer att konsumera hållbara 

produkter, för växthuseffekten och allt med miljön. Man vill ju trots 

all göra någonting för miljön och så att jorden inte förstörs mer. 

Environment 

Internet är säkert något som har påverkat mig, tillgången på videor 

och all information man kan läsa om.  

Influencers 

Knowledge 

Jag tänker ju på miljön lika mycket som jag tänker på hälsan. Health 

Environment 

Jag tror att folk vill ha kvalitet på sin mat och sen att de hållbara 

produkterna är dyrare gör inte så mycket då.  

Innan har det varit så att man ska ha en dyr bil och et fint hus och 

fina kläder, men nu tänker folk kanske mer på kvaliteten på maten 

och hur vi faktiskt lever. 

Quality 

Price 

Attitudes 

Det är en vanesak för vissa att man går in i affären och handlar det 

som man alltid har handlar och då är det svårt att bryta det mönstret. 

Habits 

Det som gör att folk väljer att inte konsumera ekologiska produkter 

är kanske priset och att de inte tror att de gifter som används på 

grödorna är så farliga. ”amen jag lever fortfarande, varför ska jag 

ändra på mig liksom?” det har jag hört många gånger.  

Price 

Attitudes 

Knowledge 

Jag tror att folk gärna vill äta svenskt kött. Även om det svenska 

köttet inte heller alltid är ekologiskt så har Sverige ändå bra kött och 

många kossor har det bra ändå. 

Quality 

Locally produced   
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Många säger att de inte har råd att handla ekologiskt. Men där 

handlar det om att prioritera, och då kan man kanske prioritera bort 

godis och chips som kostar pengar och som dessutom inte 

innehåller någon näring. 

Price 

Attitudes 

Ellen  

Jag tänker på min hälsa, men även att jag tänker på dom som odlar. 

Man vet att många odlare får i sig jättegiftiga gaser och måste ha 

munskydd och den maten äter vi sen. Man tänker både på sig själv 

och på de som arbetar med det. Det blir en win-win situation att 

konsumera hållbara produkter. 

Health 

Locally produced   

Knowledge  

Istället för att påverkas positivt utav andra, är det istället så att man 

blir hånad för det. 

Attitudes 

På Facebook gilla jag många sidor som sedan delar information om 

hållbar konsumtion. I sin tur påverkar det, men även vänner med 

samma intressen påverkar och inspirerar mig.  

Influencers 

Knowledge 

De personer som är väldigt negativa och försöker påverka mig, gör 

det nog för de inte tror på produkterna utan att det är någonting 

påhittat. 

Knowledge 

Attitudes 

Scepticism 

Jag tror också att det är många väljer att avstå från ekologiska varor 

på grund av priset. Jag tjänar inte mycket pengar, men väljer att 

prioritera hållbara produkter eftersom det är ett intresse och även för 

att jag tänker på min hälsa. 

Price 

Attitude 

Health 

Om vi går tillbaka 7 år i tiden, konsumerade jag inte någonting 

ekologiskt. Men nu har det blivit en livsstil och ett intresse som har 

vuxit fram. Det är en förändring som har skett dels på grund av all 

information som har kommit ut men även att man blir fast i det. 

Attitude 

Influencers 

Knowledge 

Oftast handlar man det man brukar handla. Man vet var sin mjölk 

står och allt annat man brukar köpa. Men vill man ha en ekologisk 

produkt som man inte köpt innan, kan det vara svårt att hitta.  

Habits  

Experience 

Jag tror att min son på 3 år är det som har påverkat mig mest.  

Jag ville inte ens ge min son en banan om den inte var ekologisk till 

exempel.  

Attitudes 

Knowledge 

Nu för tiden vet alla vad ekologiskt är. Till och med barn pratar om 

ekologiskt. Ekologiskt har funnits länge, men kanske inte i så stor 

utsträckning. 

Knowledge 

För mig är det viktigt att jag köper det jag tror på, det är viktigare än 

priset. Man får prioritera i sin ekonomi och ta det för vad det är och 

att köpa konventionella varor är inte ett alternativ för många 

personer som verkligen tror på det ekologiska. 

Price 

Attitudes 
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Många tror inte på den ekologiska stämpeln, till exempel på äggen, 

och tror att det är ett påhitt. 

Scepticism 

Knowledge 

Media påverkar mycket, det gör det och har fått mig att läsa på om 

många saker. 

Influencers 

Knowledge 

De som redan hånar en för att man konsumerar hållbara produkter, 

snappar upp dålig publicitet ännu mer.   

Scepticism 

Influencers 

Attitudes 

Knowledge 

Ekologisk mat smaka bättre, men det kan vara någonting som jag 

inbillar mig också. Kanske för att det är den maten jag vill köpa. 

Quality  

Peter  

Vi i min familj tycker att klimatet och matfrågor är viktigt. Däremot 

är det inte alltid lever upp till det när vi handlar. Man blir nog 

påverkad av sina vänner och kollegor och vad de säger. 

Environment  

Influencers 

Jag är inte djupinsatt, utan bara är mer allmänbildad så kan jag 

ibland tveka vid köp av hållbara produkter och fundera på om det är 

bra eller inte. 

Scepticism 

Knowledge 

Om man saknar djupkunskapen så påverkas man lättare av vad som 

står i tidningarna och vad som sägs på nyheterna eftersom man inte 

kan veta om det är sant eller inte. 

Influencers  

Knowledge 

Jag mår bättre när jag har handlat hållbara produkter istället, det är 

de stora goda tankarna som styr och inte hälsan egentligen. 

Experience 

Health 

Attitudes 

Jag inbillar sig lätt att de hållbara produkterna är godare, men det är 

inte säkert att det är så. Det är mer en känsla eftersom man lägger 

ner mer på det och inte bara vill att det ska vara ekologiskt utan så 

mycket mer. Det ser även fräschare ut.  

Quality  

Experience 

Jordgubbarna köper jag gärna närodlat eftersom det gynnar den 

näringen i området, vilket är viktigt för mig.  

Locally produced   

 

Många väljer nog att inte konsumera hållbara produkter eftersom 

många är skeptiska eftersom det går att läsa många debatter kring 

fusk. Då kanske tilliten till hela systemet är mindre.   

Scepticism 

 

Det är klart att priset påverkar och spelar en roll. Priset skulle kunna 

ses som en vanesak, en typ av slöhet och inom vissa områden 

kanske utbudet inte är tillräckligt stort. 

Price 

Habit  

Availability 

Jag tror det faktum att gröna hållbara produkter ser fräschare ut 

driver folk att handla den typen av produkt. Det känns som att 

många bryr sig mer om hur det ser ut, att det ska vara snyggt och att 

det ska vara bra och se fräckt ut. Det kryllar av tv-program och 

Quality 

Influencers 
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kockar där allting är helt estetiskt som påverkar vardagen mycket 

men även valet.  

Jag måste ha påverkats av pågående debatter och media, speciellt 

när det gäller kött.  

Influencers 

Jag tror att männen är minst lika matintresserade och handlar lika 

mycket och lagar mat lika mycket som kvinnorna. Min bild är att 

könsfördelning inte längre är lika tydlig inom detta området och att 

det har blivit mer jämnt.  

Attitudes 

 

Jag tror att det har blivit en trend att äta mindre kött, både ur 

hälsosynpunkt, men även ur klimatsynpunkt med alla transporter 

och liknande. Men även ur djurperspektivet, vilket nog håller på att 

växa fram ännu er och som påverkar våra val allt mer.  

Attitudes 

Environment  

Animal Welfare 

Christina  

Anledningen till att jag inte äter griskött är på dels på grund av hur 

djuren behandlas, men även för hälsans skull.  

Animal Welfare 

Health 

Jag tänker mycket på jordens överlevnad. Vi kan inte bete oss som 

vi har gjort i ett antal år. Men, fler och fler börjar vakna och alla 

måste dra sitt strå till stacken.  

Environment 

Knowledge 

Det påstås att den ekologiska efterfrågan har ökat jättemycket, 

vilket jag också tror. jag ifrågasätter ibland om det ekologiskt 

märkta varorna faktiskt är ekologiska och om inte fler skulle ägna 

sig åt fuskgranskning.  

Scepticism 

Man får veta mycket i flöden på internet. Vad jag har hört så är det 

många fler unga också som är delaktiga.  

Influencers 

Knowledge 

Många säger att det är dyrare med ekologisk mat, men då har man 

inte räknat med hälsoeffekter och alla sjukvårdskostnader som 

tillkommer av att äta konventionell mat och att den industrin som 

utarmar våra jordar gynnas. 

Price 

Health  

Environment 

Ekologiska och konventionella bananer ligger oftast bredvid 

varandra, och tror jag att vissa tänker att de icke-ekologiska 

bananerna ser bättre ut eftersom folk kanske har en speciell bild om 

hur bananer ska se ut vilket man också har ätit alltid och då blir det 

som en gammal vana.  

Attitude 

Habits 

Jag tror att det handlar nog om gammal vana. Men man skulle 

behöva upplysa folk om vad det är de egentligen gör när de handlar 

konventionellt. Sedan är det också många som föreställer sig att 

ekologiskt är dyrare och då kollar man inte utan bara går vidare.  

Habits 

Knowledge 

Price 

Jag tror att den allmänna kunskapsnivån och kunskapsspridningen 

är nog mycket bättre idag, och att medvetenheten är större.  

Knowledge 
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Jag tror att det finns olika kategorier. En del har haft medvetna 

föräldrar och fått med sig den vetskapen från början, medans andra 

har haft en annan plattform att stå på där man kanske har fått med 

sig mindre kunskap om hållbar konsumtion och dess betydelse.  

Knowledge 

Experience 

Emil  

Jag tror att många väljer att inte konsumera hållbara produkter på 

grund av pengarna, det gäller lika mycket rika som fattiga. 

Price  

Jag tror att det är många som inte tror på iden med hållbar 

konsumtion. De läser artiklar som säger att KRAV-potatis är giftiga 

och att örtteer är jättefarliga.  

Scepticism 

Knowledge 

Folk vet en massa saker men så gör det tvärt om ändå, bara för att 

det är bekvämt. Det är en vana att gå in i affären och ta det man vet 

precis vad allt står och så tar man det man alltid har gjort.  

Knowledge 

Attitudes 

Habits 

Jag tror inte att det är inte självklart att ekologiska produkter smakar 

bättre än konventionella eller att man märker någon större skillnad. 

Jag tror att man föreställer sig att det smakar bättre.   

Quality  

 

För mig är det en motivation att konsumera mindre nötkött på grund 

av att det är en så stor klimatbov.  

Environment 

För mig är prisfrågan större. Man fastnar i en vana under sin 

uppväxt, då föräldrar konsumerar ekologiskt och så följer det med 

senare i livet.  

Price 

Habit 

Experience 

Olivia   

Folk köper nog absolut ekologiskt på grund av miljön också. Det är 

ju helt andra krav på ekologiskt odlad mat.  

Environment 

Det är billigare med konventionell mat, därför kollar man aldrig på 

vad som finns i utan man går bara på priset och tar det som är 

billigast. Vilket leder till att folk avstår från hållbara produkter. 

Price 

Attitudes 

Sen tror jag att det handlar om medvetenhet. Men det pratas mycket 

om ekologiskt mat, men kanske inte tillräckligt om att det finns och 

vad som är skillnaden mellan en ekologiskt och en vanlig produkt. 

Inte heller vad som händer med kroppen om man inte äter 

ekologiskt och hur det påverkar miljön.  

Knowledge 

Health 

 

Anledningen till att vi handlar handla svenskt kött är för att djuren 

ska ha det bra.  

Animal welfare 

Jag tror at folk tänker mer på vad de handlar och ekologiskt har nog 

blivit lite små-fint att handla. Men samtidigt tror jag att 

medvetenheten har ökat.  

Attitudes 

Knowledge 

Price 
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Alltså jag tror att det måste pratas ännu mer om hållbarhet och hur 

det påverkar. Många vet ju vad ekologiskt är, men vet det vad det 

verkligen är? 

Environment  

Knowledge 

Har man föräldrar och vänner som är intresserade av ekologiskt och 

är medvetna tror jag att det påverkar mycket.  

Influencers 

Jag tror att idag räcker det nog inte att bara vara ekologisk, folk har 

väldigt högre krav. Det ska vara Fair Trade samtidigt som den är 

ekologisk och närproducerat så att den inte har åkt allt för långt. För 

är någonting ekologiskt men har åkte hela vägen från Japan är det 

ändå strunt samma.  

Quality 

Attitudes  

Environment 

 


